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T H E O R Y 
( P a r t I ) 
6; 
1^  H E 0 R Y 
The 'Acid /Lmdes' are generally jjirepared from acid deriva-
tives such as chlorides, anliydrides or esters hy interaction with 
arnmonia. Alternatively, one may also take resort to partial hydro-
lysis of nitriles or else partial dehydration of the aTnmoniujQ salts 
of the acids. 
'i'he partial dehydration of the arainoniiiDi salts is generally 
brought about by its dry distillation or better by heating the 
ammonium oalts at about 230'^, k more convenient procedure'^, however, 
giving aiiides in high yields, is to pass araaonia into the acid at 
150-190°, the water formed being removed continuously as the reac-
tion proceeds, 
Jjixcept for the one last mentioned, these methods require 
the intermediate preparation of some or the other suitable acid 
derivative for its subsequent conversion to amides, Ilethods, how-
ever, have been developed , in the past two decades, to prepare 
the amides directly from the acids^ Xao-yhao-YuatmsP treats the 
acid v/ith arrmionium carbonate in presence of 95 acetic acid while 
airsanov and .o lotov3 subject the carboxylic acids to a treatment 
with sulphaiaide in presence of pyridine. Further, a little more 
than half a decade ago, Knielie Cherbuliea and Fritz Landolt^ pro-
posed a new method of aidLde formation from acids and urea by v;hat 
they called 'The Acidolysis of Urea'. 
•Acidolysis of Urea', is a i)articular case of 'Acidolysis 
of amides', a reaction v^ 'hich can be represented by the schematic 
equation (1): 
H.|COOH + R^C0.KB2 = figCOuH + R-iC0m2 rO 
This reaction , although not submitted to a systematic 
study, -as not nev.. One often found in tlie literature, a descrip-
tion of some spceific ins Lance where this phenoiiienon had been 
observed. Biehringer and Borsum^ have thus stated the reversibility 
1. ,;4itchell :v iJeid., J. Ain,Chea...oc. ,^,1379 (1951). 
2. J.Cheia. oc,1951,^33 and 2y88. 
5. J.Gen.CheiQ.,^,2201 (19^9); C A 44,4446(1950). 
4, liclv. Chim. Acta. ,22,1453 (1946). 
5. Ber. ,12,5348 (1900). 
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of t l ie r e a c t i o n betv.een benzoic a c i d and a c e t a n i l i d e accordin/ : 
t o e c u a t i o n ( 2 ) : 
CgH^COOH + GO5CO.KH.%115 4=a==r> CGH^COKH.CgH^ + CH C^OOH . . . ( 2 ) 
' " i i a i l a r ly they5 have a l s o is tadied t h e r e a c t i o n between 
benzoic a c i d and acetmidc ( h e a t e d i n a f l a s k t o 210°) buL; they 
have , 'ientioned i t as a o n e - s i d e d r e a c t i o n and have s a i d no th ing 
a s t o i t s r e v e r s i b i l i t y . 
ACIDOLYSIS Qg UiilbA; 
In o r d e r t o app ly the r e a c t i o n f o r a c i d o l y s i s 
of aioides t o t h e p r e p a r a t i o n of aiaides , one hat? t o look f o r a 
r e a c t i o n v.hich does no t l e a d t o an eq i r i l i b r iu i a . Th is l e d Gherbul iez 
and Jjandolf^ t o make uae of ui 'ea, t h e diamide of c a rbon i c a c i d , f o r 
a c i d o l y s i s . In t h i s cat-e , fo rmat ion of carbaraic a c i d t a k e s p l ace 
v.hich i m a e d i a t e l y decomposes i n t o carbondiox:lde and aiiunonia ai; 
p e r equa t i on ( 5 ) i 
RCOOH + H^ri.CO.NHp = RCOHH^  + K11,,C00H ( CO- * m^) . . . ( 3 ) 
In this method of amide formation from acids 
and urea , one heats a mixture of acid ixn6. urea to a little above 
2000. Ammonia and carbondioxide are evolved and the acid is conver-
ted to tiie a-nide in good yields. A white deposit consisting of 
ammoniuifl carbamate ( C0o+2MH.,= HHoCOOiiH,,) and also some aauaoniura 
carbonate, is observed in the reflux tube after the actual reac-
tion has stfated. 
WORK OF CMEHBIJLIB2; AI^ D LAM DOLT; 
Ihese authors have applied their method to 
the preparation of the amides of Formic, Acetic, Benzoic and 
nicotinic acids. The yields of these aiaides ae- reported Vt/ere 
34;;, 95;.', 60;. and B5 respectively. They have further reported 
that Butyric acid, Valeric acid and Oleic acid v.ere also converted 
to their respective iimides rlthough no details of the experiments 
or yields are irientioned in>i the literature. 
As to the substituted acids , bhey have only 
studied mono- and i.richloroaafetic acids v.hich c.ave the aiaides 
in 10; and 13 yields respectively. In case of trichloroacetic 
acid, they carried out the reaction between the acid and urea 
taken in the molecular ratio of 2:1 in favour of the former accord-
-Iri]^  to equation ^ .4;: 
2H000H + lUN.CO.KH^ = li.CO.EH2 + HCOOMi^ + QO^ (4) 
In this way they tried to avoid the elimination of ara-aonia 
. hich could otherwise react with the halogen atom. 
ACID(ii.YSIS OF CiiiiSTITUTED UK,Mj_ 
Cherbulie-s and Landolt ' have claimed 
that like urea, substituted ureai ai'e equally capable of under-
f:;oing acidolysis. They eubstcintiated their claim by reporting 
the results of their e2q)eriiaents on the acidolyais of ureides 
i.e acyl-ureaa and alkyl ureas. 
(i) l]ii:EIDEL'; The only ureide studied by thera v as Biuret i.e 
the amide 01 ureido-carbonic acid or allophanic acid Jiiaide (I) 
which was considered to undergo acidolysis according to equation 
(5) J giving the correspondinf> acid amide along . ith allonhaiiic 
acid (II) as the by-product. 
M,,CO.M!.C(}.i:iHo + HCQOH = H,,l.GO.Wi.CO. H *. RCOKfL, (5) 
d- C. C. Cl 
(I) (XI) 
J he resulting allophanic acid (H) would imnediate-
ly decompose into ui^ ea and carbondioxide ( eqn. (6) ), the former 
converting another molecule of the acid into araide a.ccording to 
equation (5). In this way they have prepared acetamido as well 
as nicotinamide ioth in 60% yield by heating a mixture of the 
correi-pondin;;" acid and biuret in the molecular ratio of tv/o to 
one respectively. 
Hli-.CO.IkH.COOIl = I^ H-.,—CO—MI-, 4 CO.-j ..«•... .(6) 
c:. c c- CL 
In fact Cherbulie;j and Landolt have interpreted 
the transformation of phthaluric acid ( III, R=:C,-Ih) into phthali~ 
mide (IV , R= C^tL) ac an intramolecular acidolysis of a substitu-
ted urea according to equation (7)i 
y C0-4VK.C().'ai, ^ CO. 
R. ^ = R»v» >NH -f M3, + COo (7) 
^ COOil. ^CO *' ^ 
(III) (IV) 
I n o t h e r vjords, tlioy p o s t u l a t e d tlie d i r e c t r e p l a c e -
inent of t h e hydroxyl of t h e ca rboxy l e;roap by t h e i-^roup Hi,-X (X=HCO). 
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.'ut they have also mentioned the possibility of the interaction 
of carboicyl e:^o\xp and the ami do group in phthaluric acid, in 
v-hich caae a diaaiide of phthalic acid would he formed whicli is 
known to transforni itself into phthalimide. 
The ahove reaction v.-as studied about 70 years ago by 
Aaittuti^who showed that phthaluric acid formed oy the action 
of phthalic anhydride on urea at 112° transforras itself at 150° 
into phthaliraide. 
(ii) ALOL UHEAi:}; . '..he alkyl ureas subjected to acidolysis by 
Cherbuliez. and landoit^ were the symoietrically substituted ones-
diethyl- and tetraetliyl ureas, oynmetrically substituted ureas 
would imdergo acidolysis according to the following equation {8)i-
RBMs-CO-IRH' 4 XCOuH = X-C0-?1HR» -f CO., + KIJER' (8) 
Thus sym-diethyl-urea gave vith acetic acid aLuost a quantitative 
yield of K-ethyl-acetam.ide. 
These authors have also reported experimants 
on reaction between sym-diethyl- and tts tetra-ethyl urea and 
nicotinic acid, ith sym-diethyl urea and nicotinic acid ( hefeting 
at 250-24CPfor 2 1/2 hrs.), they obtained a compound v^ hich gave 
a picrate m.p 168-70°, hut no data about the identification of 
this compound were given although it was expected to he a picrate 
of ethyl-nicotinamide. 
.imilarly with tetraethyl-urea and nicotinic 
acid (heating at 220-30° for 4 hrs.) , they obtained diethyl-nico-
tinamide distilling at 285-8§o and its picrate m.p 122-25 , 
EARLlEi:. VsOKtv Oi:. RJ-iACTIOi-; .oi^lTiV-ijMi aCIDS M'-D UHEA KOT RE&ULTIHG IM 
ihe examples of reactions bet%'een acids and 
urea found mention in early literature much liefore Cherbuliez and 
Landolt'+ a.pplied it to the preparation of amides. A kno?;ledge of 
these reactions or to he more precise, of the nature of the reactioi 
products, whicn Vvere in no case aniides, v^ ould throw some light on 
the postdble course or coui'ces of reaction between an acid and 
urea. It is intere ting tlmt mojst of the acids that were studied , 
, v,'ere the substituted ones, unlike the simple acids { except mono-
and tri-chloroacetic acids) wtdch Cherbuliez, and Landolt chose for 
a reaction which they propot^ ed to be general aiethod for the prepara-
tion of atttides. 
6. G., 12,169(1882). 
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7 As early ai> 1868, Geuther, ijclieits and lAarsii found that 
urea and formic acid gave, on heating, forrayl urea and that 
benzoic anhydride \vhen heated with urea at 140-$o'^, gave jenzoyl-
urea, iten/iamide as well as some cyanuric acid. It raay be noted 
that formation of formyl urea and benzoyl ui-ea in the above exaiTi-
ples are caaes of direct acylation at I!-atom of urea. 
- 8 
Further , about half a century ago -..Fischer and Hoeder 
studied the reaction betv:.ecn some unstaurated acids and urea 
heated tojiiether. Thus a mixture of acrylic acid and urea, v.hen 
heated to 210-20^, gave dihydrouracil (¥) in about 1ci.6 yield 
while crotonic acid and methacrylic acid gave under the tiame condi-
tions 4~iacthyl-hydrouracil C?I) and 5-aethyl-hydrouracil ("^ 11) 
respectively, both in aboul; 25:. yield. It is intere...<ting to mention 
that in the latter caae , formation of a sublimate of ammonium 
carbamate v as noted by the. e authors"^ .^ : imilarly a n^ixture of 
cinnamic acid and ureawhen heated to 2'40-50^ for one hour, gave 
a 1^ ;. yield of Ihenyl-hydrouracil (YIII) , althoug;h in this reac-
tion, thej' got an additional product in about 14: yield ( based 
on the amount of the acid i.aken) which ..as not studied. 
I'ischer and lioedei^have also reported that they got ^ -luethyl-
hydrouracil (VI) by fusing together urea and B-amino-butyric acid 
(cf reaction between crotonic acid and urea), although no details 
are given. 
Among other amino-acids already acids in this comiection 
were B-ajiiino-propionic acid^ and arkosin '(Ix.) ^'^ W-methyl-sly~ 
cine. The former gave on heating with urea at 215*^ , dihydrouracil 
(V) (cf reaction between acrylic acid and urea^) and the latter 
on fusion with urea yielded l'Umethyl--hydantoin (X). 
lietdder, the reactions of urea ?»ith unsatiu-'ated acids and 
amino acids described above, one also finds rej)orted in the litem-
ture that Gloxylic acid -^ CXI) and lesoxalic acid^(XII) both give 
Allantoin (XIII) when heated with urea at 100-110°, 
7 . 2:^ . ,1i36o,500; J ,Chem. .00 .1360 ,087 ; B l . , ( 2 ) 1 0 , 4 ^ 8 . 
8 . B o r . , i 4 , 3 7 5 1 ( 1 9 0 1 ) . 
9 . Ueidel and R o i t h n e r . , iJ«, 17«182. 
10 . l luppen t . , B e r . , 6 ,127,3 ( 1 8 7 $ ) . 
1 1 . Korbacaewski, ,M. , 8 ,!i?36. 
12 . Griiaaux. ,C.r,a2:,63,v_^. A.ch('-0 11 390. 
1 3 . Michael , A:ra. , ^ , 1 9 8 . , J . , 1883 ,497 . 
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iicactionri betv eon unsaturated acids and urea as studied 
hy Fischer and "'xoeder^  may be represented by the scheiaatic equat-
ion (9)whicli shown two taain features of the reaction; firstly 
elimiaation of a molecule of water from the condensation of carb-
oxyl group a:ad the araido group of urea and i^ .econdly a migration 
of a 11 atom from urea molecule to the oC-carhon atom of the acid 
with the eventual saturation of tlie double bond of the acid. 
It is however imijortant to note that yields of all thece 
products being uniformly £j.!.ic>ll, one cannot say that Ihls is the 
only reaction, mucJi less the j./riiuary one v/hen a lalxture of urea 
and an o(,~B~im;:.aturated acid is heated• 
i'urther^  formation of aiaiaoniun carbaiiiate as noted by Bischer 
and h'oeder'^  IJT the reaction betu^ een raethacrylic acid and urea 
indicates that probably s >me amide formation might also have taken 
r.-lace. 
E-Cil ^ CH-COOK 
(R = H,Cli3>C€,H^ ) 
+ KHo-CO-KH., = n,;,0 + 
I 
CO 
KH-
0 
Gil, 
I ' 
CH(R). ...(9) 
rj 
Similarly, in the lif^t of the products formed from urea 
and B-amino-propionic acid or B-amino-butyric acid, one can put 
the reaction in the form of equation (10) , vhicb represents a 
case where condensations of the m araido groups of urea molecule, 
with the carhoxyl and the araino erouxj of the acid lakes place with 
the elimination of v/ater and ammonia respectively. In addition to 
this , foiination of il-methyl-hydantoin (X) from Sarkosin (IX) and 
urea show thati: in this case and the preceding ones, it is the E 
atom of the molecule of urea that goes off in the form of aimaonia 
and not that of the aiaino acid. 
R-.CIi(,:;H2)-CH2-C00H + H2W.CO.Kn2 = KH^+ H2O + Illi CO ....(10) 
( R = H or CH2 ) 
Lastly , reactions of urea with glyoxylic and laesoxalic 
acids are those between two molecules of urea and one of the acid 
according to eqations (11) and (12) respectively. In both these 
cat-es, carbonylic oxygen atom of the aldehydic or ketonic acid 
is removed in the form of water along v/ith two I! atoms, one froia 
MJ-^ - group of each molecule of ui'ea. Bedides, as noted earlier, 
a condensation of the carbox^tgroup and KH2~ group of urea takes 
place with the elimination of the elements of v.ater. An additional 
feature of the reaction between mesoxalic acid arid urea is the 
partial decarboxylation of the acid. 
HIi -[H^ 
CO 
EH, 
0 
CH 
Hj- i;^H 
CO 
co-(OH_ jif-m 
Allantoin 
(XIII) 
+ 2M.JJ (11) 
m -IH 0 
CO 
KH 
H!- m 
oXcnff^ "bo 
^ CO-|OH___H]-wH 
Allantoin + aH^O + CO2 ....(12) 
(XIII) 
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In vievj of the reactions Qu^t discussed between different 
types of the acids and urea, one has to keep into consideration, 
the jBollowing possibilities in a study of a reaction between an 
acid and urea. 
(i) Formation of a nitro(:;en-carbon bond between the Iv cxtom of 
urea and the carboxylic carbon atom of the acid, with the elimin-
ation of a mdlecule of water ,C equations 9,10,11 & 12 ), 
(ii) Elimination of ammonia by interaction of the ajnino group 
of the amino acid and the WH^- group of urea with the resulting 
for siation of a nev -K-C- bond; it is the i; atom of urea that is 
removed in the form of ammonia in these cases ( ll~methyl-hydantoin 
from Sarkosin), 
(iii) Formation of a nev/ -C-K- bond between the B-carbon atom 
of an ftC-B-unsaturated acid and 1; atom of urea with the migration 
of a H atom froia urea to the oC-C atom of the acid vdth the eventual 
saturation of oC-B-double bond of the acid (eqn.9). 
(liv) Formation of a -K-C-B- bond between the carbonylic C atom 
of an aldehydic or ketonic acid and t¥/o II atoms, on© from each 
molecule of urea, with the removal of the carbonylic 0 atom in 
the form of water. 
(v) DeCBBboxylation of the acid (eqn. 12). 
It should be noted that in all these cases , a product 
containing a 6-membered ring (eqns. 9 ;:, 10 ) or a 5-aieiabered ring 
(eqns, 11 U 12 ) is formed. 
It is true that in view of the low yields of the products 
in the aforementioned reactions, one cannot put the above possibi-
lities, as essentials of such reactions but at the same time it 
can be ^ afoly stated that one has to bear in mind these possibi-
lities, v,'hile carrying out a reaction between an acM £ind urea 
under such drastic conditions as heating at elevated temperatures. 
It would howe:fer be worthv^Mle to repeat these reactions 
under uniform conditions of the maximum temperature employed 
and the total time sm allo^ yed for the reactions and examine the 
the reaction products rather closely ?/ith an attempt to isolate 
and characterise other products than those already described in 
the literature. It is not improbtole that a small amount of the 
corresponding acid amides are formed in some or all these cases, 
for in the reaction between methacrylic acid and urea studied by 
Fischer and K'oeder"^ ^ formation of aiamonium carbamate v;as actually 
noted which corresponds to the reaction res reaneted by equation (^ ),. 
Present ork on the i:>xtension of the Method of Amide Forxaatlon 
from Acids and Urea t 
As mentioned earlier, Cherbulie?'. and Landolt have 
applied their method to onl^ ' a limited number of acids, mainly 
belonging to the series of "Saturated MonobaGic Acids", Beyond 
this series, they applied it only to Benisoic and Kicotinic acids. 
What is more important for generalising a particular 
preparative raethod, is to investigate its potentialities x^'ith 
reference to all possible different classes of the main reactant-
a carboxylic acid in this case, 'iaking it for granted that the 
formation of amide froia an acid and urea is a straightforward 
double-decomposition reaction as postulated by Cherbuliez and 
Landolt (eqn. 3)» t)ne would think that a carboxyl orouj), wbereever 
it may be in a molecule, could be converted to the amido (-CO,Mi,-) 
group by means of uregc under the action of heat, liut it is not so 
indeed, 
llie present vt^ ork on the extension of this method to 
different acids has shovm that the method ai)pliep sraoot!fely to 
saturated monobasic acids* Thus rroidonic, j5utyric, Isovaleric 
and stearic acids have been converted to their amides in yields 
ranging?; from 62 to 72: • , Further, amides have also been obtained 
fron VAryl-aliphatic acids? such as ihenyl acetic acid, diphenyl-
acctic acid and BB-diphenyl propionic acid in 9''?> , 77"^^ and 8&^i^ 
yields respectively. 
Saturated di-carboxylic acidst In this series, succinic 
acid yielded succiniiaide in about.84,v yield and adipic acid when 
treated with two moles of ux-ea per raole of the acid, gave the 
diamide in about 83 yield. Both Oxalic and mlonic acids failed 
to yield any amide. A product v,as obtained in both cases which did 
not melt at all, 
DiuiZILIC ACID (Diphenyl-g;lyCQllic acid )t An eaxaeiple 
of tlie non-foraation of aioide from acid and ui'oa is afforded by 
interesting results ofi the reaction between Benzilic acid (XIV) 
and uTea. incorfiorated in this work. This reaction, in a v/ay, re-
presents an example of non-formation of aiaido conf:equent on the 
facile formation of a 5-ff5.eHibered rin£, but this is not all that 
happens in this reaction as \i?ill be borne out from the follo-tiving 
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description of the present vork on the isolation and chracterisa-
tion of the products of this reaction. 
The reaction between benzilic acid and urea was in fact 
first carried out, more than four decades ago, by H.ililtz who 
isolated 5:5-dijJienyl hydantoin (XV) in W% yield by heating a 
mixture of the reactants, taken in molecular proportions, to about 
240-50° for about an hour. About 40 years later cikdar and Ghosh 
repeated the experiment under slightly different conditions of 
temperature and duration of the reaction but got the sarae cojapound 
in about the ramo yield. lieinrich Biltz 'perhaps as an explanation 
for the low yield of the reaction product, mentioned that most of 
the ben7,ilic acid sublimed off unchanged. It is however interest-
ing to remark that xvhat ijllty. thought to be sublimed benifilic acid 
was actually mixtiire of aoiiaoniurn carbamate with some aiiiaoniuin carb-
onate, as will be evident from the i)resent work. 
if'orrnation of anHiiioniuiii carbataate ( G C + 2ixH-, = M.,GOOKH,.), 
d ^ d. H- ' 
in the reaction between benzilic acid and urea is an indication 
of the fact that 5:5-diphenyl hydantoin (XV) could not be the 
only product of this reaction. Assuming the straightforvard mecha-
nism of amide formation from acid and urea, as pub fonvard by 
Cherbuliez and Landolt^ '', it could be possible that benzilic acid 
amide (XVI) is formed according to equation (13):-
1^P-C(0H)-C0CH + HoK.CO.KH.- = i ho-C(OiJ) .COKHo + HH^ + 00-, (15 
(XIV) (XVI) 
It is obvious that if 5s5-di.henyl hydantoin \vere the only 
product of reaction int his case, one vould have oray water as the 
by product as pens equation (14)i-
Ph2-C(0H)-C0CH + H^I.CO.JJb, = Ph^- C - —CO + HI^O .....(14) 
(XV) Yo 
V^, .Ann. 36S .225 (1909). 
15. J.Ind.Chein. oc. 2^,112 (1948). 
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A thorough examination of the reaction product through fract-
ional crystallisation using alcohol and henzene as solvents resul-
ted in the isolation of two additional products, one melting at 
1132-55^ ( it was not found to be benailic acid aaide, m.p 154^) 
and the other at 272-73°• Besides these main products, a third 
one ,melting at 211 , was also found to be contaminated with the 
I)roduct m,p 152-53*^ s separation of which v.as found to he absolute-
ly necessary for the complete purification of the latter. A solu-
tion of caustic soda was found to work hest for isolating the 
hydantoin. 
Characterisation of tiie various products: 
(a) ^ :3~diphenyl hydantoin: AB mentioned earlier, lUSiltz ' ' as 
well as Oikdar and Ghosh '^ f have l^ready reported this compound 
to be chief iuid the only i>roduct of reaction bwtween benzilic acid 
and urea. In the present work its identity has been confirmed by 
16 its elementary analysis, preparation of its acetyl derivative 
and its comparison v.lth a sample of this compoimd prepared from 
benzil and urea by the action of alcoholic potash '^. U'he aelting 
point of this compound, a* reported by ll.iiiltz as 236°, was later 
o 15 
confirmed as 29^ by ikdar and Ghosh '^ . It hai; noiv been found that 
the purified product -iielts at 292-93 • 
(b) Product m.p 272-73 t I'he identity of this compound has been 
established as W-K*-dibenir,hydryl-urea (XVII) through degradtion 
and synthesis as also by coiajjarison with a sample of this compound 
obtained as a by-product when li-Benzoyl-diphenyl-acethydroxaiaic a 
acid was reai'ranji-ed by means of hot solution of caustic potash(des-
cribed in pai't II of this VvOrk ). The compound has been sythesised 
from .Ben;.:'.hydryl urea (X¥III)by heating: v.lth glacial acetic acid 
17 
according to the raethod recommended by A,Bonn 'for the preparation 
of sym-disubstitutcd ureas in general according to equation (13)• 
2 p^>C(ii)-nH.C0.NH2 acetic acid v^ (j^ !^ >C(iI)-mi)^ -CQ + (im^).^*QOi'i^) 
(XVIII) (XVII) 
16. H.Biltz., Ber. 41^,1379 (1908). 
17. Ber., 42,2^ j-37 (191^). 
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Its identity uitli R-K'-dibezhydryl uirea has been further confir-
med by ultra-violet aiad infra-red spectra measurements. 
It may be mentioned that the present v/ork on the characteri-
sation of this product is purely independent of the work of Jones 
i 'I 
and Ihird . 'loreover , the work or rather the date about the identi-
ty of this compound as given by the later authors did not bear 
sufficient evidence, 'rhey have, at no stage, obtained this product 
from isolated reactants. The main source of this compound in the 
work of Jones and Inird is the reaction betu'een Benzhydryl-isocya-
nate and benzhydrylaiaine, but they did npt work with pure i^ enzliydr-
yl isocgtanate. In fact the only proof of the identity of benzhydryl 
isocyanate that could be given wat that the mixture supposed to 
contain the latter, gave on treatment viith ben^ .hydrylaiaine, a 
product w^ iose identity v/as presiimed to be r.-K'-diuenahydryl urea. 
Being unaxvare of any mention whatsoever of this compomid in 
the literature and because of apparent improbability of the for-
mation of a compound of this type in a reaction oetween an acid 
and urea, work on the characterisation of this compound was cai-ried 
out from the first principles of structural determination and accor* 
din^ly, retort vac also taken to the irieasurement of ultra-violet 
and infra-red sf)ectra. 
1: (c) Product m.p 152-33^: Go far as could be ascertained, this 
compound is new addition to the i already loiown list of tchiff's 
Bases; it corroiiponds to formula (XIX) and laay be ncuaed E-Benzhydr-
yl Benzophenone-iraine. 
The characterisation of this compound has been accopmliuhed 
thro-igh der;radation and synthesis. 'Che fix'st clue as to the struc-
ture of this comi)Ound came through its degradation with dilute 
hydrobromic acid whicl) r;ave ..'^enahydrylamine-hydrobromide (XX) 
shov/ing the presence of a ::>eni;hydryl f,roap attached to a M atom 
in tbe molecule . Ihe othex" product viz, i>enaopheiione formed accor-
ding to equgction (16), could not be fully characterised in the 
initial experiments because of the difficulty in its crystallisa-
tion ov.dng to its low rnclting point, 
K) 
X ^C=B-C(n)Php _aaJIi3r V PHo-C(ii)-i^ H,..HBr + PITT^^ '^'^ ^ f}l^^ (XIX) "^ —y ^ ^jj^^ c: 
13. J.Am.Chsn.eoc. M»2^<-38 (1921). 
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The knoirdedge about the other part of the molecule (XIX) 
came mostly through its ultra-violet m speKtruia measuments which 
indicated the presence of a double bond in conjugation with the 
bensene ring, The double bond in this case could obviously be 
bet?/een the iiitrogen and Carbon atoms giving the jiiolecule a 
structure of a s^chiff s base {XII'), Accordingly the der,radation 
of the compound v;as repeated, this time \vitb dilute sulphuric acid 
with a vieiv to isolate benzoplienone as one of the hydrolytic pro-
ducts. The latter was crystallised out througii seeding. 
The synthesis of the ^aid chitT's base vas carried out 
from bensopbeno:oe and L-enidiydrylamine ( prej.'ared by liofraann React-
ion with diplien^d-acetamide, .tart II of tiiis vvork) in pret^ ence of 
fused zinc chloride. 
It is of significance to remark that the aforeiiientioned Cchiff 
Base v.as also obtained as a result of ITofmann Reaction v/ith diphe-
nyl acetaraide under BligJitly different conditions of the exi:)eriaient 
( described in 'art II of this v/orlc) . The identity of the compound 
from these two sources and that of the synthetic one v/as fully es-
tablished by mixed melting point deterniination as well as compari-
son of their infra-red spectra. 
Cd) Product m.p 210-11^t The identity of this compojmd has been 
confirmed as sym-tetrapheny-ethane tlirough its elementary analysis 
and a mixed raeltinp; point determination v.ith an authentic saiaple. 
19 o 
This compound finds mention in the work of Hlltz ( ra.p 211 corr,). 
19. Aim, 296 ,221(1897). 
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Ri:]ACTIOK BETWEEII ACIDS MB DIPHEKYL UREA (S:ym.) 
A KEW METHOD OF PRE1JAR1^.G IIIE /UaLIIMilS I.. QKE STJJ:P ^0* 
Irrespective of the true nature M the formation of amides 
from acids and urea-?/hther through a straiglrtforv/ard acidolysis 
or else by some other mechanism, it seemed worthwhile to cai-ry 
out reactions between acids and symm-diphenyl urea (XXI) in lieu 
of urea ;ind examine the reaction product for anilides (XXII) as pel 
equation (17) s-
R-COOIi + Ph-M.CO.KH-Ph = R-CO.NH.Ph + Ph.KH^ + COg (1?) 
(XXI) (XXII) 
Cme v.ould, obviotisly, have in this case, aniline instead 
of ammonia which is given out when urea is used (eqn.^)* 
I'lxperiments carried out with a munber of acids, yielded 
anilides in excellent yields. Thus the reaction between acids and 
syra-dipheriyl urea turned out to be a new general .'iiethod for the 
preparation of anilides in one step. 
The reaction is carried oub by heating an intimate mixture 
of sym-diphenyl urea and the acid in eyuimolecalar proportions 
( but two moles of urea for one mole of a dibasic acid) slowly 
to slightly above 200*^, The reaction begins with evolution of 
carbondioxide and the end is 'aarked by the cessation of effer-
vescence. The reaction product is taken up in ether and xvashed 
with dilute hydrochloric acid and then v/ith water, imiline is 
thus removed af the jiydrochloride. The aqueous solution gives 
the test for aniline. The ethereal layer yields the crude anilide 
on evaporation . In case the anilide is not soluble in ether or 
is only slightly soluble , treatment u=ith the lalLer reinoves 
aniline leaving behind the crude anilide. The yield, in almost 
all cases, is nearly theoretical. The pure i:)roduct is obtained 
by crystallising the crude anilide froni benv.ene or dilate alcohol. 
Tollo¥/ing thi^  method , /icetic, Phenyl acetic,diphenyl ace tic-, 
propionic-, BB-diphenyli.ropionic, Butyric, Isovaleric, Adipic-, 
and Benzoic acids have been converted to their respective anilides. 
The resultin|3 product in case of succinic acid hovrever, was 
not the di-anilide but a raixture consisting of unchanced diphenyl 
20. Rahman, Asizur ajid i.UO.Parooq., Chem.Ber., 86,9^3 (1953). 
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urea ( two moles of urea were used for one Jiiole of the acid) and 
a product vvhich when crystallised fron alcohol melted at 155^i 
it v/as identified as K-phenyl-succinimide (Succinanil) (IXIII), 
i.hen the reaction \va; carried out between succinic acid find sym-
diphenyl urea in equiiaolecular proportions, the sole product v/as 
K-phenyl-succinimide. In "both cases aniline and carbondioxide were 
given out as by-products. 
(^ H.- COOH 
+ Fh.NH.CO.KH.Ph = 
CH^-CO'JH 
CHo.GO.KH.Ph 
Gilo. COOH 
1 
'-HpO 
CHo- CO 
+ CO2 •»• Ph.HH^ (18: 
K.Ph 
CH,.- CO 
(XXIII) 
The forfiiation of !f-phenyl-succinimide from the iaono~ani-
lide of succinic acid by the elimination of the eleaents of \vater 
is analogous to the conversion of succinic acid monoaiaide to 
succinimide ivhen the forraer is heated, to a temperature above 200°. 
POR>.-iAl'IQi^  OB' K-L'UJiBy;'ITaTED 0UGCiaiiiIDEg 
Reaction betiveen Succinic anh.Ydride and monosubstituted Ureas; 
Of greater interest v.aB the reaction carried out between 
succinic anhydride fmd Phenyl ui*ea iM.IV) which also yielded as 
the end product, S-phenyl-succinimide, The conditions of the exper 
iment were the oame as those described for the preparation of 
anilides. The by-products in this case, ivere hovever a^ unonia 
and carbondioxide (deposition of a white solid in the reflux tube) 
GH.,-GO 
% ^ ^^Q + Ph-KH.CO.KH-, = 
c 
^M.ph ^ ^^2 + m^ (19) 
CHo -GO 2 
CH..-CO 
Obviously, if diphenyl-ucea ?/ere used in place of urea 
in the above reaction , the resulting product would a^ a^in be 
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K-phenyl-succinimide, with the only difference that one vould have 
aniline given out instead of ara'fionia as one of the by-products. 
The reaction between succinic anliydride and Phenyl urea 
to give li-phenyl succinimide affords a new easy raethod for the 
preparation of !l-substituted succinimides. A properly chosen mono-
substituted urea would apparently give the corresponding K-substi-
tuted succinimide. Besides K-phenyl succinimide, N-fi-naphthyl-succ-
inimidc (XXIV) and N-p-tolyl-succinimide^have been prepared by the 
interaction of succinic anliydride wth B-naphlhyl urea and p-tolyl-
urea respectively. I'hese compounds have earlier been prepared by 
Poller from succinic smhydride ^ d the corresponding amine by 
22 
r e f l u x i n g i n aqueous s o l u t i o n f o r s e v e r a l hour s whi le K.Auwers 
have p r e p a r e d I ^ - p - t o l y l - s u c c i n i m i d e ( X l ¥ ) , m.p 151° and K-B-naph-
t h y l succ in imide (fli.p 183°) by h e a t i n g , above t h e m e l t i n g p o i n t , 
succ in i c -ac id -mono- i> - to ly i - a i a ide (XXYI) and s u c c i n i c - a c i d - m o n o -
B-naph thy l - a i a ide / s r e spec t ive ly i t h e l a t t e r were p r e p a r e d by mixini:, 
t h e ho t ch lorofor in ic s o l u t i o n s of s u c c i n i c anl iydride and t h e c o r r -
esponding ajaine. 
CH..^ - COOli 
CHo-CO.Mffi 
- H2O 
GIU - CO T <^ 
•> i / 
CIL, - CO 
. . . ( 2 0 ) 
?^ 2^ - \^ . ... 
CHg - CO 
(XXI?) 
GH-, - CO 
CH^ - CO ^ ^ > ^ ^ ^ 
(XXV) 
CH^ -CO(;H 
A , 
CO - C0-N(}1)-,^ ^ 
(XXVI) -^  
9H2 -COuH 
CH^ -CO-W(H)-/ '^" '^• 
(XXVII) 
I n t h e 'fiethod novv proposed f o r p r e p a r i n g t i ie J« - subs t i t u t ed 
nucc in imides , one h a s t o l e a t an i n t i m a t e mix tu re of ; juccinic 
anhydr ide and t h e m o n o s u b s t i t u t e d u r e a t a k e n i n equi inolecular p r o -
p o r t i o n s , i n an o i l ba th under r e f l u x . The e n t i r e mass .me l t s a f t e r 
some t ime and soon e f f e r v e s c e n c e (CO2) s t a r t s whicb comple te ly 
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subsides tovards the end of the reaction. The whole reaction takes 
almost an hour, the aaximiim temperature required being 175-200^ 
in different cases. The product is worked up with a suitable sol-
vent generally alcohol or ben;ene. 
•-QGSIBLE COuRSEfi OF REAGTIQIJ -uEll^UIilE.; ACIDS A..2 UmiAt 
b.Cherbuliez and F.Lcmdolt I^ ave, as mentioned earlier, 
postulated a straightforward laechaiaism for the conversion of an 
acid to its amide by heatini;'.; \vith urea; 
R.COi^ H + KH2.CO.M2 = R.CO.KH2 + M2.C00il ( KH,+ CO^) 
They have thus postulated no intermediate in this react-
ion. Its straightforward, one-step character was substantiated 
by the above authors by using alkyl ui-eas in place of urea. It is 
however iraportaint to note that they used only the oy-inietrically 
substituted ureas. The only experiments that %-ere carried out by 
thea in this connection were on the one hand a reaction between 
sym-diethyl urea and acetic acid ( this yielded t^ ie substituted 
airdde in almost quantitative yield) and on the otiier, a fcactions 
between ..'icotinic acid and syri-diethyl as well as tetraethyl urea. 
In the latter car.e sufficient data about the formation of the corr-
esponding suDstituted amides are lacking. Only the picrate?; are 
mentioned in both cases. 
A.part from the arguments in favour of bids or t'-at :aecha-
nisa of ainide formation froMi acids an.d urea, an important aspect 
of the problem is about the potentialltie.';; of tliis Jiethod. Cfierbu-
liea and l.andolt have put this reaction as a t^ eneral nethod for 
the preparation of tcaides allowing no limitations. It is true that 
the.acids havirjg no additional functional broiip or t!.roups way be 
smoothly converted to their i-eepective ei-iides, ac a.- pears frora 
i.he present y^ ork ivith caiurated :ionoba...lc acids including Iso-
valeric V having a branched chain) and arj'l-allphatic acids. It 
.:eems certain at the sa]:ie ti^ ae that the pre.:Gnce of an additional 
flii'Ctio'^ al f/roup in ^  the acid lias a pronoanced effect on the coiir-
sc of tl;e reaction In a> much ai3 tl-e aiiiide£ are tl'^es.! not formed at 
all or for'T.ed i.n very suiall yields; ( Gherbiilxe;i; and Landolt obtain-
ed only 10T and 18,' yields of chloroacetaeiide and trichloroacetaii-
ide remectively). 
21. ber. i2>^593(1904). 
22. .\mi.292.190 (1390). 
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':laiij examples faentioned earlier about the non-foriaatxon of 
amiden from acids and urea including bi-functional acids may be 
put in tv/o catagories. Firstly reactions of urea v/ith Foriaic acid 
and '-ens'.oic anhydride'^ show that Formyl and i'enzoyl urea are form-
ed i.e a direct acylation of uroa at the u- atosi takei- .['lace, 5^ he 
seoond a:f>d. f*'e more important CGta[;;orj' includes the vjork of Fischer 
-J 
mid. ii'oeder v/ith unstaiirated acids on the one hand and on the other 
the results obtairsed v/ith. aiaino acids'^ *^'^ * '^ * , These examples are 
the casen of non-forittation of amides consequent on the facile for-
mation of 5- or 6-.tteiabered ring compounds, preferably the latter. 
lii addition to tiiese eiaiaplesi reaction betiieen acids, aldehydic 
aj.id ketonic-^ and urea are also cases of the forraaMon i of a 5-^eBi-
bered x'ing compounds in preference to aaide. 
•I'he corusiderations nriolnp: froii the sfeH^y xteK^ study 
of these reactions ar'e already siirnmcd uj:; on page 3. It would suff-
ice to raerjtion hero that the direct roplaccmeTit of a -COOE group 
of an acid by -CO-Nll-, {rroupj vhen th.c latter is lieated with urea, 
does not seera very plausible or ir, at least liraited to only those 
acids whic>!. have no additional functioiial groups. 
It i:iay be i>aid Lliat the instances cited earlier as cases 
of ii,on-fon:aation of a.:iiae o%lnf^ to the prei-^ ence of an additional 
fniiCtional group- are those in wbich the yielda of the products ( not 
anideo) obtained were generlilly low, and that the lorraation of a 
cei'tain aaoi;iit of the aiaide i-iay possibly lake place in theee ca^ e^s 
as well. It may be so, but the conversion of the -CO':n: group to 
-COFHo .^.roup is certainly not the dominatinp; cour:.c of these react-
ions and the question naturally ar1.;:es ar: to whotlier tiie pre:.'.ence 
of im. additional functional pjroup lias entirely chaix^ jed the coiirr.e 
of the reaction right from the initial stages O B else the general 
coiii'~.e of the reaction between an acid and urea is other than that 
..uggested by Gherbulie?'. and bandolt . It is importaat to mention 
in this connection the study of a case of non-for.r?iation of amide 
incorporated In this ^vdrk, viz, reaction wetv;een bcntilic acid and 
urea, .vhere although, in all, four products of entirely different-
nature have been isolated and chracterised, none of tlicru v/as found 
to be l>enzilic acid maide, 
_,, Accordini:; to equalion O ) sugge.itod by Cherbaliez and 
r..-.t,-T4-"" for amide formation. all I lie car bond! oxide evolved in the 
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reaction is assumed to come from urea, so that no allowance is 
given for the decarboxylation of the acid in a reaction Vfhere 
a free acid is expoi ed to the influence of elevated temperatures. 
Arnstein and Bentley -^  have supported this conclusion by carrying 
out experiments with acids containing Isotopically labelled carbon 
atoms in tlie carboxyl group. Through experiments with acetic and 
formic acids labelled in the carboxyl p;roup by 13^, they have showr 
that the evolved carbon-dioxide in these cases contained the nor-
mal proportions of 13^ • ''>^t the formation of E-ii '-dibenzhydryl-
urea (discussed later) from beni^ dlic acid and urea as described 
in this work, is contrary to these conclusions in as much as one 
must assume the decrboxylation of the acid in this case in order 
to explain the formation of the taid disubtituted urea. 
To sum up, one can say that in the firstiinstance, 
amide formation from acids and urea, vAile taking place smoothly 
with simple carboxylic acids, is excepted from those cases where 
the acid har an additional functional group. Farther, in view of 
many instances of non-formation of amide from acids and urea, one 
can lay with a certain degree of certainty that the reaction bet-
ween an acid and urea is not oust such a doable decomposition re-
action as postulated by Cherbuliez and Landolt , After all, one 
has to consider the effect of heat also on the acid and urea taken 
separately, a fact which bring laany complications in these reacti-
ons. 
23. J.Chem.Soc, JiL,3509(1951). 
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P 0 R Id A T I 0 i» O F A l;5 I D E !>' H 0 J^I li B T E R 
PliEl^ ARATIO^  QE DKEviLIC ACID AMIDE: 
Although -bhe most coiaaionly eraployed method for the pre-
paration of amider , is the reaction of acyl chlorides with aaiinoiiia 
formation of amides frora esters has its ov/n significance and cons-
titutes at. one of tlie general methods of the preparation of cuaides. 
The conversion of a hydroxy acid to its amide would 
obviously involve an additional step of hydrolysis vhen one takes 
report to the preparation of amide througjh the acid chloride, be-
cause in this cat;e , one sets the chloro-substituted acid chloride 
in place of the acid chloride by treatment of the acid vith one of 
the well known halogenating agents like phosphorous pentachloride. 
The preferantial chloriiiation of the carboxyl grouj) in a hydroxy 
acid is not practicable so that the preparation of an acid cliloride 
of a hydroxy acid is a practical impossibility. 
Amides from Esters; It is knovm that some esters, such as alkyl 
oxalates, give an iimediate precipitate of the amide vmen treated 
vith concentrated aqueous aiQ.Tior!ia. Although this i^ eaction does not 
generally proceed so easily with the majority of the esters, it can 
nevertheless be employed, as a fairly general method of preparation 
if the experioiental conditions are modified, ihus the laethyl esters 
of n-butyric acid and its iomediate horaologues give the correspon-
dii-iP; amidci, in afirly good yield by agitation vvith concentrated 
aqueous aiaraonla at room temperature for 12-50 hoiirs. if amides are 
soluble in water, they can be isolated :rom the product by extrac-
tion with chloroform. The reaction of the higher honioiogues with 
aqueous amnonia is mach slower and not very ^satisfactory. The amides 
of some aromatic acids way be obtained by a similar process . 
• be only direct -lethod , however, for the preparation 
of airiidos of hydroxy acids is by the action of amMs aiamonia 
on the esters ?/hich has not been hitherto applied to r.en^ .ilic acid. 
benzilic acid atnide required in this ?/ork for HofDiaim 
Reaction has been preriared botli from tbe methyl and ethyl esters 
of the acid, /"etliyl ester i,as fomid to be rnuci) more reactive than 
the ethyl ester giving; a hip;lier yield of the araide in a siiorter 
dui'ation. It is of fiiruher intere; t to note that the presence of 
24. H.Meyer,aonatsh.,22,5'! (1906), 
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a s a a l l amouiit of so l id arimoniura ch lor ide in the reac t ion aixti ire 
of the e s t e r and ammonia improves the y i e ld of LiiO aalde e.^j^rQ-
ciably (fro'i 40 to 61:?), I'he y i e ld noted in the case of ethyl 
e s t e r were c en ra l ly low (2^-30%). 
I t i s i r i te res t i i ig to note t ha t althougli the aiaido fonua-
t i o n iro.a henz i l i c acid ef:ter :;;roceeds f a i r l y well by a g i t a t i o n 
with concQBtrated aquoous aaiHonia a t roiusi temperature from 12-20 
hours , i t vias found t h a t the methyl e s t e r of beii:-dlic acid Y.'as 
scarcely a t tacked a t a l l by heat ing a t 140-50^ for about twelve 
hoars ?/ith a lcohol ic ammoriia ina sealed tube . I t i s cont ra^- to 
the f ac t t h a t an l a t e r i i a t ive process for e s t e r s %hich do not e a s i -
l y f ' lrnlsh amides by r eac t ion v/ith cold aqueous aiaaonia, i s to 
o 2S 
heat the;'! with a loohol ic ajiuaonia in a sealed tube a t IOO-I50 ' - .^ 
I t may be raeTitioiied tha t almost s imi la r a.no!3aly in the foraiation 
of aciide frorn, e. t e r s has be> ri recorded e a r l i e r by .I'lscher and 
Dilthey'^ v,;ho found th,at dir-iethyl e s t e r of diethylraalonic acid v/as 
not a:.tacked a t a l l lij heating; a t 140-50*^ for 12 hours with alcoho-
l i c oj.moy.iia altTj,oa{iL. •iialonic es~ter r e a c i l y {_::ives the diaaide by i 
treat::.ent wit ' aqueous or a lcohol ic arnonia • 
w:eL,hyl find ethyl esbcrs of oen/ii l ic acid v .o;re e a r l i e r p re -27 
reared by •-vlinger iuid j>taiidke '^ I'roi.i the coi'respondiiig alk^d hal ide 
and the potas^siuia s a l t of the acid "uut no d e t a i l s of the experiraent 
are desjCriDed by these anchors. An attesipt to repeat these ext-^eri-
mentp showed tl iat the time reaui red for hea t ing the mixture of the 
;.ota siuni ca l t and the a lkyl ha l ide ranged from 4-3-72 hoars . Later , 
:.ethyl eoter of e n z i l i c acid vas prepared by Acree '"'froa the acid 
and th,e alcohol in pre. once of concentrated sulphuric acid , in-
very good y i e l d s . The ])rex)aration of t h i s e s t e r i s described in 
t h i s v.ork from the i?ilver a l t of th.e ; n . acid ax^d Methyl iddide 
i n almost q u a n t i t a t i v e y i e l d , i t r equ i re s only 1-2 hour heat ing 
on: the water ba th . J'urthers ci succe,'.>, ful attempt lias been made to 
prepare t h i s e s t e r from the acid ai;d dia-,;oraethan,o. Kthyl e s t e r 
of bena i l i c acid v.as e a r l i e r prepared by Gurtiiis •^ lii about 3;), 
y i e ld from the s i l v e r s a l t . The eaae has now been obtained from 
the acid and the alcohol in pre^vence of sulphiiric a c i d v c o n c ) , 
i n quariti ty afaountinc; to 5 of the weight of the a lcohol . 
25.A,W,iiofraami. ,Her, ,1^,977(1882) 
26.her . ,35,8^401902) . 
27.Ber. ,11,1559(1889). 
23.Ber. ,27,2765(1904). 
29. J .prTr2l22»' '55. 
~22~ 
Altiiou|.^i •''on>':.ilic acid aiaide ^.as Jaitherto prepared from 
i t s e.: ter£, f i r s t 'vienfclon of i t s formation i s foond i n the work of 
Klini-ser aiid • atndke"''^ Vi/lio obtaxri.0d i t hy nibbing; together the 
reGctioR product of "eiiKilic acid and phos, horous j ientachloride 
vdtfc so l id a'ftHiorxi'Jiri carbonate but these autliors have not e lver 
any d e t a i l s of trie work a t a l l . ' 'ur ther Bickel-^ has mertioned i t s 
p repara t ion froni dipheii;>'ichloroacetyl~chloridc (XXVIII) by the 
actio:n of amraoiiia and subi:.equ.ent hydi 'olysis of the d -61 atom, ::o 
nerrtior of y i e ld i s f.../und in any of th,eae vyorks but the melting g 
point i n both cases i s ineiitioned as 1!..?4-55 • Oater Setliir and 
1 adkarucy-^ claim to have oI)t;ained the araide in 70; y ie ld by t r e a t i n 
;he ri 
Date. 
the reac t ion product of b e n a i l i c acid and PClc- v.-ith aiimoniim carbo-
I t uiaj' be poiiitcd oiit tha t the aiuruiaption of Clinger and 
r:atiidlce~'^that tiie r eac t ion i^rodact of bensiilic acid and I'Cl, con-
' - ' -" ' -~? 
s i s t e d of a m i x t u r e of b e n z i l i c a c i d c h l o r i d e and d i p h e n y l - c h l o r o -
ace;,yl c h l o r i d e i s un tenable» f o r i t i s obv ious ly no t pot^sible t o 
c h l o r i D a t e t h e ca rboxy l o^^^^h !•«• p r e f e r e n c e t o t h e a l c o h o l i c hyd ro -
x y l group i i : a h^droiry a c i d by ;;.eans of rCl;;0r f o r t h a t n a t t e r by 
any of t h e {;;enerally knov-i. halo,;:er;atir;:; a^^ents. ^briaat ion of ainide 
(XXX) takes.; p l a c e ir; tlilc ca-^e th rough t h e i n t e r m e d i a t e forrriatior 
of chloroaiidde (XXIX) Vvlth KubGecaent h y d r o l y s i s of the cC - c h l o r i n e 
a t OS, Khon t h e ciixtujce i c '..armed or. t h e stea!f;. ;;ath a f t e r add in r some 
aqeous ai'rEiiorAa. 
xh, Ph fh 
>C(0H)-CO-:il i'Cl5 s^ ^C(C1)-C0.C1 , _ j ^ '^C(C1),C0EH2 
Ph Ph. Ph 
ben ; . l i e a c i d . ( } Q [ A Y I I I ) JXH) 
H.OH Ph 
-) NCt,uli).Cu,tH^ 
(.XXX) 
'The preparatiorx of I'cnailic acid amide (.X.X.X) i^ ^ described 
in thit work, ic the first instance follovifing the aethod of etlur 
aiid adkar^ iiey'-^  but it v.aB found ohat the amide vas forraed in only 
50 (pure product) yield aj;id not 7'> as reported by these authors. 
30. j.'.er.,22,1 :;36 {, •] 8t 
31. Proc.Ind.Acad.i:ci..12A .266 (1940). 
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^h i/ut secoiio. Xixotance , tbe a...iido v^ ae prepared fro-u dli)'J'ei!.jl-
chloroacetyl clilorido (XXYIII) I so l a t ed from the react ioi i mlzture 
of ewail ic acid a:::d CI^  accordIiif-; to the aethod reconLiiended by 
Ickel--^ "arid ' taudiu(=:er^ . xperiiaente were ca r r i ed out iwitli iDoth 
pare afs well as crude fornis of the c l lo roac id ch lo r ide . Conversion 
to the a^ide wa;-' effected in tv/o a l te rnat ivG •. aj'S viz* hj t reatment 
with solid a-fFjonlu'" Carbonate and by tlie ac t ion of d r j aiiiioiiia on 
the chloroacid clTloride dissolved in drj" etl ierj i. itb, su.b;:;equent 
hjdrolyBis of the - cb lo r inc atoa tyy do l l ing vdtli Vvater. Qie y ie ld 
of Lho t."dd(:; -y tlie l a t e r ^,roce.;'j:. v,aii .^-uch Ijetoer, LL. to the '^Oor 
y i e ld odtalfied hy the .'ethod of etli:.r ar>d hadkraney-^ 5 uhe reason 
i s obvious t ha t a l l tl 'c bur!i-.Llic acid i,;:- not converted to diiiseiryl-
chSoroacetyl chlor ide t;y t rea ts ie r t v/itl- ^dl;. at ordinary teitipera-
t i i re . The r eac t ion mixture has to be heated for about an hour a t 
120-30^ viickel-^^.) for complete converfilon of the acid to cbe 
chl oro c'. c i d -ch 1 o r i de . 
52. Anii .^^/72 ( I907) . 
T H E 0 E 1 
Par t I I . 
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IKTRQDUCTIOK MiH THEORY ( Part II ) 
H Q F M A N N R E A C T I O N j 
The Mature of the Reaction; 
In Ilofrnann Reaction, an amide is converted to an amine 
of one less carbon atom by treatment ;vith bromine ( or chlorine) 
and alkali^-^. In effect, the carbonyl group of the amide is elimi-
nated. The reaction may be represented by the schematic equation 
(21) : 
R.CO.KH^ + ^^2 "^  ^^ ^^ ' ~ R,HH2 -^  2Br"' + 00^" + 2H2O (21) 
The reaction is applicable to the preparation of amines 
of aliphatic, aromatic, aryl-aliphatic and heterocyclic acids. 
Ilofrnann Reaction is generally carried out by dissolving 
the amide in a very slight excess of cold aqueous solution of 
potassium or sodium hypohalite, followed by rapid v/aiming ( with 
steam distillation if the amine produced is volatile)^ , A valuable 
modification consists in carrying out the reaction in an alcoholic 
(usually raethanolic) solution, with subsequent hydrolysis of the 
urethane so obtained. 
R.CG.M^ + ^^2 "^  ^ °^^" "^  ^^^ - R«^^J»COOR'+ 2Br'" + 2H2O (22) 
R.mi.COOR' + H2O = R.HH2 + CO2 + R'OH (23) 
The Mechanism of the Reaction? 
Hofmann found that the reaction of acetamide with equi-
molecular quantities of bromine and alkali yielded E-Bromacetamide, 
CH^.C0,KH2 + Br 2 + OH" = CH^ .CO.Nfffir + Br" + H2O (24) 
33. Hofmami.,Ber.,(a) 14,2725 (1881); (b) 1^,407(1882) ;(c) 1^, 
762(1882) ; (d) 12,1406 (1884) ; (e) 1^,752 (1882). 
34, Hoogewerf & Van Dorp, Rec.trav.cMm. ,6__,373(1887) ; 12,5(1891); 
ibid 145 ; 1^,107(1896). 
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Investigation of the belaaviour of t h i s and other ii-haloamides 
showed that they react with a lka l i to give unstable salts^-^, 
R.GO.KIDC 4 OH"* = ( R.GO.ICK)" + H^O (25) 
In the dry state these salts undergo a decomposition wherein 
the organic residue migrates from the carbon to the nitrogen atom, 
the products being isocyanates and alkali metal halides . 
(R.CO.M)"" = KteCsO + X~ (26) 
In the presence of v/ater and an excess of alkali, the isocya-
nates are hydrolysed to amines. 
R.1=C=0 + OH"" = (RIIHGOO)" OH- RKH2 + CO^" (27) 
In alcoholic solution they are converted to xiretliknes, 
RlfcC=0 + R'OH = R . H H . G O O E ' (28) 
then one half of the usual quantities of bromine and alkali 
are employed, alkyl-acyl-ureas are obtained. The isocyanates in 
the absence of excess alakali, react vdth the sodium salts of the 
haloamides to give salts of the alkyl-acyl-ureas from which the 
ureas themselves result on hydrolysis'^ . 
(RCO..NX)" + R1I=G=0 = (RW.GO-KX.CO-R)"" + H^O ........(29) 
= R. liH, co-Mi. CO.-R + OX"" 
Isocyanates derived from the higher aliphatic amides react 
more rapidly with the haloamide salts than v/ith the water and al-
kali, so that when these amides are subjected to the Ilofmann Reac-
tion in aqueous medium, only small amounts of the expected amines 
are formed. Although amines arise from the hydrolysis of the alkyl-
acyl-ureas, they are largely oxidised to nitriles by the excess 
of hypobromite present. 
R.Mi-GO-M.CO.R + HgO = R.NHg + R.CO.KH^ + C02....(30) 
R.CH^-KHg + 20X"' = RCl + 2X'' + 21^0 (31) 
However amides of this type may be converted in good yield 
to urethanes by reaction in methanol, 
35. Maugin.,Ann,chim.(8) 2£_,297 (1911). 
36. Stieglitz to Earle, Am.chem.J.,^0,412 (1903), and Jefferys,ibid, 
22,14 (1899). 
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In addition it may be noted that amides of -B-imsaturated 
acids and of -liydroiQ' acids yield aldeliydes ivhen allowed to 
undergo this rearrangement. 
Ar;)dsubstit-utcd seiaicarbaaides, and aryl-substituted urceao 
yield arylsiibtituted hydraaines. 
The Ilofiasxiii reaction involves a rearranceiiicnt quite siiailar 
to Curtius rearrangement and to the Lossen rearrangement, as indi-
cated by the following cquatiouG,-'^ -^ , 
( R.C0-i3t)" R,B=:C-0 ^ X" (liofmann) 
K. 11=0=0 + K.; (Curtius) 
R,II=:C=:0 + E'COO*" (Lossen) 
Any of these reactions may be formulated by the general equa-
tion (32):-
i 0 t 
: 0 t 
• • • • 
S J C : K : A A i B + R : C : E - R : a : : G : : 0 
(I) (32) 
ITie driving force of the rearrangement m.ay be presumed to 
arise from the tendency of the electronically deficient nitrogen 
atom of the fragment (I) to acquire electrons from the neighbour-
ing carbon atom. 
37. Stieglita & Clossen.,Ber. ^4,1613(1901). 
38. Stieglitz.,J.Ara.Chem.roc. JO,179? (1908). 
39. Petersen.,Am.chem.J,,46,325(1911). 
40. Stieglitz Sc Petersen, Bcr. 4^,782,(1900). 
41. Bticglits & ¥osburgh.,Ber.46,2151 (1913U. 
42. Stieolit?2.,rroc.Iatl.Acad.Sci., jL,196 (1915). 
43. Tiemann.jBer.,24,4163 (1S91). 
44. ti ones., Am. chem. J. ,^,414 (1913). 
45. Whitmore. ,J.AKi.Chem.Soc. ,^,3274(1932), 
The rate determining step in Hofmann rearrangement is ai:>parant-
ly the release of the halide ion from the haloamide anion. This 
follows from a quantitative study of the effect of ia~ and p-
suhstitutents on the rate of rearrangement of Benzamide deriva-
tives^. Thus substituents I that promote electron release through 
the carbonyl group ( like methyl and methoxyl, which decrease the 
acidic strength of the corresponding benzoic acids) facilitate the 
rearrangement. 
r 
:0! (Y) 
l / \ C J H : 
\=sJ *Br 
r 
Conversely, substituents that withdraw electronsC like 
nitro and cyano groups, which increase the acidity of the corres-
ponding benzoic acids ) retard the rearrangement. The same effects 
are obtained with substituents I in the salts of 0-aryl benzo-hyd-
roxamic acids, while for substituents Z the inverse effects are 
obtained. 
m J 0 : 
C : H ! 0 GO K^ 
Ctiirudies have been made on the mechanism of isomerization 
of the transient intermediate (J), It is now definitely establish-
ed that in this isomerisation the group R never becomes free dur-
ing its migration from carbon to nitrogen. Thus the action of 
bromine and alkali on 2-Eiethyl-3-phenylpropionamidc giivesx optica-
lly pure (+) 2-amino-3-plienyl-propane .^The same optically pure 
amine may be obtained from (+) 2-methyl-3-phenyl-propiona2;ide by 
48 the Curtius rearrangement as well from derivatives of C+)2-methyl 
-3-phBnyl-propionylhydroxamic acid by the Lossen rearrangement. 
M 46. Hauscr & eowerkers.,J.Am,Chem,Soc.,(a) ^ ,121(1937), 
(b) 60,2508(1937), (c) 61,613 (1939). 
47, Wallis ^ Kasel,,J.M.Chem,Soc,^,27S7(1931). 
48, Jones ic Wallis., J,Am,Chem.iJoc, ,48,169 (1926), 
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Moreover the HofiaanD rearrangoiaent of (+)-3»5-<iinitro-2-
naphthyl-ben .amide leads to optically j)ure (+)-3»5-<ii3iitro-2-
naphthyl aniline ^. 
COBll, 
c 
OnB 
^ ""PJ 
Here optical activity is due to restriction of rotation 
about pivot bond betv^ een the benzene and naphthalene nuclei. If 
at any time durin^ ^ migration, the migrating group had been free, 
this restriction v/ould have been removed and at least partial ra-
ciinization would have occurred. Similar reiults have been obtained 
in the Curtins rearrangement . ihus in the rearrangement of 0-(2-
i!iethyl-6-nitro-phenyl)-ben.:aittide, the airiine obtained is optically 
pure. 
Further support for this conclusion is found in the results 
of studies on the Hofmann reaction of amides such as BBB-triphenyl-
propionaiaide^ and BB-dimethyl-butyramide'' . Here the migrating 
groups RC-CH,,-, if free, are extreraely susci])tible of rearrange-
ment. From these amides how€>ver, only the expected amines i.e 
BBB-triphenlethyl-ajrdrje eaid neo-pentylamine, are obtained. 
The Scope of the Reaction: 
"Aliphatic,Alicycllc, aiid Arylaliphatic amides", 
vaOfeQA..^ iIS£b: Good yields of the corresponding iaonoamines are ob-
tained from aliphatic monoaiaides unless the latter contain more 
than eight carbon atoias, and with sacli amides, a modification of 
the usual procedure using methanol gives oatisfactory re.iilts. 
Laurajaide on treataaent with aqueous alkaline hypobroiiiite solution 
gives largely I-undecyl-H-lauryl-urea^*^, but treatment of the amide 
in ijiethanol with sodiuiti .methoxide and bromine gives a 90% yield 
of inethyl-undecyl-carbaraate vhich may be converted v/ith negligible 
49. lallis o: aoyer., J.Ara.Cheai.. oc.2^,2593(1953)). 
50. Ilellermann. ,J.Am.Chera.Goc. ,42»1735(1927). 
51. whitmore & iioffleyer., J. to«Ghom. r oc. S'4.5435 (1932 ) . 
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loG;; , t o t h e d e s i r e d uiidecylaiaine ( e q u a t i o n s (33) ^ (3^) ) i 
2 C^^H2,-C0KH2 IlaOBr Cy^ll^^^CO,mi,GO.m-C.^^E.^^ (33) 
C;|^H2-,C0KH2 laOCH3 C^.jH23WlC00CH^ OH" O^^lh^^im^ ( 3 ^ ) . 
Br2 Il2^ 
This method has also been applied with advantage to the 
production of alleyclic monamines from monoaiaides. The isomeric 
o-,m- and p-hexahydrotoluaciides have been converted through the 
urethanes to the corresponding aminomethyl-cyclohexanes in approx-
imately 70% yield, tamilarly camphane-^-carboxamide has been con-
verted to 4-amino camphane (56% yield). Although many conversions 
of alicyclic monoaiaides to alicyclic amines have been carried out 
by the usual procedure ^,aq.alkaline hypobrimite), the yields have 
not been reported. 
It is generally found that no special difficulties are 
encountered with'*aryl-aliphatic amides" unless the aromatic ring 
contains bydroxyl or a derived function, in which even low yields 
may result from side reaction involving ; halogenation of the ring. 
B-(p-niethoxyphenyl) -propionamide gives on treatment with alkaline 
hypobromite only 35 yield of the desired B-(p-methoxyphenyl)-aiai^ 
while p""^^y^oxyben2am.ideyields exclusively 2,6-dibroRio-4-amino-
piiciiiol'^ '^ . B~( 3-Benzylozy~4-fliethoxyphenyl)propionamide-^and B-(m-
benzyloxyphenyl) propionamide-' give none of the amines. Sodium 
hypochorite, which leads to a more rapid rearrangement, may be 
used to advantace in the treatment of many amides containing x)hen0' 
lie or aromabic ether functions. Thus piperonyl-acetamide on treat 
ir!.ent with aqueous alkaline hypochlorite gives a ^0!c 3/ield of homo-
piperonyl-araine-' /»>o^ 
52. Ehestadt,Dissertation,Freiburg.,i.8,,1386. 
53. .Barger ivalpole. ,J.Ghem,fc]oc. ^ ,1724 (I909). 
54. Van Dam.,Rec.trav.chim.,23,418(1399). 
35» Robinson :.. Sugasawa. ,J,Chem.Soc,1931»3'i66. 
5 6 , Schopf,Jr 'erry tc JacMi. .Ann.497.49 ( 1 9 3 2 ) . 
5 7 , D e c k e r . , A n n . i 2 S , 2 9 1 ( 1 9 1 3 ) . 
58 , [ e r k i n - l^ankin. ,J .Chem,. o c . , 22^ ,1694 (1924 ) . 
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-Tlydroxy Amides? 
iU-dehydes are obtained when aqueous sodium hypochlori te 
a c t s on amides of -hydroxy ac ids according to equation (35)• 
R.CH-COHHg ( R.CH-KHp ) S.CHO + Ell^ (35) 
OH OH 
Althougli many examples of the application of this type 
are not knovm, it is recorded that from d-gluconamide , d-arabi-
nose results in ^0% yield and 1-arabinoamide gives a ^0% yield of 
1-erythrose. Similarly Benaaldehyde is reported to be obtained 
zzq 
from mandelamide'^^. 
Side Reactions :. 
'rtith higher aliphatic aiaides as well a£. with many alicyc-
lic amides the most serious side reactions is that leading to the 
formation of allcyl-acyl ureas. As noted earlier, this reaction is 
suppressed practically completely when the aqueous alkaline hypo-
bromite solution customarily employed, is replaced by methanolic 
sodium raethoxide and bromine. 
The lov/ yields attending rearrangment of unsaturated 
amides have been attributed to interference by the reaction just 
discussed coupled with oxidation of the double bond by the hypo-
bromite present. The products of oxidation have not been isolated 
and character!sedi howevere such reactions may be avoided with 
-B-unsaturated amides by employing aiethanolic sodiuii hypochlori-
te, but the action of this reagent on other types of unsaturated 
aiaidee has yet to be investigated. 
vith arojiiatic amides, hydrolysis, prior to rearrange-
ment may occur to such aji extent that the yield is eeriousl^ r low-
ered. Amides like p-nitro-benz^amide, having a substituent which 
withdraws electrons froii the Cs=0 (-11) linkage, ai'e particularly 
susciptible, since the withdrawl of the electrons facilitates hyd-
rolysis and inhibits rearrangement. The rearrangement,however, has 
a higher temperature coefficient that the hydrolysis, so that 
a hig;h reaction temperature (90-100°) reduces the interference to 
negligible proxjortions. 
Oubstituents like hydroxyl or methoxyl facilitates re-
arranisement but also promotes the halogenation of the ring, parti-
cularly by hypobromite. 
59. fteidel and Boithner, Monatsh,12,183 (1896). 
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60 The Choice of Experimental Conditions; 
The use of alkaline sodium h.ypobroiaite; 
The procedure commonly adopted in carrying out ilofmann 
Reaction is eseentially that developed by Hoogewerf and Van dorp-^ , 
in which the amide is first dissolved in a cold alkaline solution 
of sodiim or potassium hypobromlte. Rearrangement to the amine 
then occurs when the resulting soiution is v/armed to about 70 • 
A generally satisfactory procedui-e is the following: A solution 
of sodium hypobromite is prepared at 0° by adding bromine (0.6cc ; 
0,012 mole) to a solution of sodium hydroxide (2.^ g ; o.o6 mole) 
in 20 CCS of water. To the cold solution is added the finely divi-
ded amide(0,O1 mole) and the mixture is stirred until solution is 
complete. The solution is warmed to 70-80*^  to effect rearrangement 
and after a short tiaie ( usually fifteen to twenty minutes) it is 
subjected to steam distillation, the product being collected in 
a slight excess of dilute hydrochloric acid. Evaporation of the 
distillate gives the hydrochloride of the desired amine, which is 
freed from impurities by imshing with ether. If the amine is not 
volatile ith steain, it may be removed from the reaction mixture 
by extraction with ether and precipitated as hydrochloride from 
a dry ethereal solution ?/ith gaseous hydrogen chloride. If the 
amine solidifies readily, it frequently , can be removed from the 
reaction mixture by filtration and xrurified by recrystllisation. 
Alternatively , if the benzoyl derivative of the araine is desired, 
as for example vihen the amine is to be used in ¥an-I3raun reaction, 
it CcUi be prepared directly by stirrin^ j; benaoyl chloride and sod-
ium hydroxide into the reaction mixture after the rearrangement 
has been completed. 
An exce;is of bromine amounting to 10-20% is advisable 
since even with the most carefully prepared hypobromite solution, 
only 80-9055 of the ex|)ected acitivity is realised, A large excess 
is usually to be avoided, however, otheimse the yield of the 
amine may be seriously reduced by the side reactions discussed 
earlier, Occassionally if the resulting amine is relatively un-
reactive, towards the reagent, a considerable excess of both of 
alkali and bromine may be employed without adverse consequences, 
sometimes indeed, to considerable advantage when the aaiSe is also 
^reactive. In addition it may be emphasised that only hypobromite 
solutions which have been freshly prepared are satisfactory.eer-
ious loss of activity al. ays occurs on standing even in dark. 
60, Organic Reactions.,Vol.Ill,274(1947),Viiley ^ Sons, 
-yd"' 
Altlioueh I t i s genera l ly considered that no apeciai d i f f i -
c u l t i e s are encountered v.'ith llofmaim Eoaction with t i ry l -a l ip l ia t ic 
araides unless the aroniotic r i n c contains the Ivydroxyl or a drived 
function , no systematic work soems to have been done with asnides 
containiri?" two or raore simple a r y l groups in - or IB- pos i t i ons , 
i^;he only oxaiaplea of .uofiaarm lieaction with simple a r y l -
al ip}tat ic amides recorded in the l i tc i^a ture are v.ith ( i ) r h e n j l -
acetaEiide' ' ' ' ' which i^^e the des i red amine in 60-^5 y i e l d , ( i i ) 
i-phenyl-projidoEaiiiide which y ie lded B-phenyl-ethylamiiie i n ^O-BO.,-
.yield and ( i i i ) BBB-fcriphenyl-pi'oljionaiflide'^ (discussed l a t e r ) . Hof-
mmm I^eaction with li-|>heiiyl-prO|>ionainide va.'s a l so s tudied by • eeraan 
and ilonkers •^usinf; aqucoue a l k a l i n e so lu t ion ofi sodium l:iyi*ochlorite 
as v/ell as a so lu t ion of sodiuia hypobromite in methanol aiid e thanol , 
they obtained tlie det ' lred aralue i n the prGVlous caoe and tlie i i re th-
:mes in tho l a t t e r but y i e l d s of tl-^ e r e o u l t i n c products are not 
recorded. 
Tiellermann'^^v/hile at temptino to prepare BBB-tripljeriyl-ethyl-
omine from the coi;*rec|>oiidinr: triphenyl-nropionarTiide, found t h a t i t 
was not poss ib le t o prepare the co^ ^e .^p •^iridin£•; K-broiaaiaide bocauce 
of the i n s o l u b i l i t y of t i e amide in water . 'Aviiifj to t,h.e imsa t i s f ac -
tory y i e l d s f;iven by the oroaa-side |>rocedure he rer:orted to the p r e -
para t ion of hydroaaic d e r i v a t i v e . 
On the hasi£ of tlie foref',oing t h e o r e t i c a l cons idera t ions 
of the e l ce t ron i c ^lechariisin of th-o Hofaafin i ieaction out l ined on 
l)af:e826-27, i t i s c l e a r t h a t KiibstitiTtents t h a t r^romoto e lec t ron r e -
lease through the carbos-yl j^ rosipC wliicl' ci.ecreat-e the ac id ic s t renoth 
of t!.-e corresponding ac id) f a c i l i t a t e the rearrajif-'ement and converse-
ly s u h s t i t u t e n t s t h a t witlidraw e lec t rons ( tl-'^erby increaeirijl the 
a c i d i t y of tlio correE|>oiidinc acid) r e t a r d the roarr£mi;:e;neiit. In 
viev; of the ±im e l ec t ron accepting:; nature of the i>lmnyl r roups , 
asildes of ; hen|rl a c e t i c ac id oeixn-, a stroni';er acid tlian a c e t i c acid 
(diSGociatloii constant 4 , 8 X 10 -^  ao agaiKSt 1,8 1 10 -^  for a c e t i c 
acid) and of diphenyl a c e t i c ac id , s t i l l s t ronger , \yould be ex|)ected 
to suffer a retai 'dinr: e f fec t v.-heB subjected to Hofinann rearraiif;;ciTient. 
•he ef fec t w i l l not oe so sixich v.hen the pl-onyl groups are ii- B-posi-
t l o n s to the carbo3cyl (••roup, 
cil. nofiaann^'"'Ser. :ia,275^rTlll85Tr~^"~' "^ ""^ ' -~^.™^. ^ • 
62 . hoo^ewerf •• Ymi Dorjj » e c . t r a v . c h i a . , 3 .cib2 (lij&S) 
65 . Rec . t r av . eh l a . , ^ , 2 4 5 ( 1 9 0 6 ) . 
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This is in harmony with the observations recorded in the pre-
sent work on Hofmann Reaction \vith Diphenyl-aceta^aide and BB-diphe-
n^ -^^ l-propionainide • 
A number of experiments carried out on the ilofmann Reaction 
with Diphenyl-acetamide indicated that the most outstanding diffi-
culty was the failure to go* a clear solution ivhcn the aaid aiaide 
was treated with aqueous alkaline solution of potassium hypobromite 
containing 4-6 moles of Caustic potash per raole of the aiaide, even 
50 
al'ter several hours continuous mechanical stirring ( cf Iiellerraann-^  
who failed to prepa.re BBB~triphenylpropionbromaidewing to the insolu-
bility of the amide in water), this difficulty \as almost completely 
overcome when more concentrated solutions of caustic potash ( con-
taining 8 moles of KOH per mole of the aiaide) were used. 
Tuch a difficulty as outlined above, was not faced vdth BB-di-
i:)henylpropionaraide, \i^ ich could be smoothly converted to the corres-
ponding amine, but the aquous solution of caustic potash was kept 
rather concBntrated. 
Benahydrylamine (XXXI) was obtained by Hofmann fieaction with 
Diphenyl-acetamide in 72; yield (theory) recknned on the basis of 
the amine hydrochloride. The identity of the amine so obtained was 
confirmed through several of its derivatives. Besides the usual deri-
vatives, like hy€rochloride,acetyl and benzoyl derivatives, addi-
tional onessuch as sjinine hydrobroraide, E-benahydryl-lP-phenyl-urea 
(XXXII) and N-benzhydryl-fJ'- -naphthyl-urea (XXXIII) are also des-
cribed; the latter being new compounds. ri-benzhydryl-K'-phen;yl-urea 
(XXXII) has been earlier reported by Oliveri-I.Iandala, Calderaro , 
as melting at 208-209*^, but it is now found that its correct melting 
point is 221-22*^, Analysis of the compoixnd ( for K) is subiiiitted in 
support. As will be evident from the experimental portion of this 
work , in almost all cases, ^  higher melting points of the above 
derivatives are confirmed. 
Benzhydrylamine v.as also obtained from the Lossen Rearrange-
ment of the Benzoyl derivative of Dipherjylacethydroxamic acid, which 
was prepared from diphenyl acetyl chloride and Ilydroxylamine-hydro-
chlorlde in ethereal solution. The rearrejigeaent of the benzoyl deri-
vative hy a boiling aqueous solution of caustic i>otash gave the 
amine (benahydrylamine ) in about 20::^  yield wliile at the same time 
the usual bi-product, li-i-i'-dibezhydryl-urea (XVII) ¥/as isolated in 
about 52;:t yield. It maj be mentioned that the work described here 
64, G.,4^,1,5^2. 
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on the preparation of diphenylacethydroxamic acid,its benzoyl deri-
vative and its subsequent rearrangeiimnt is independent of the work 
described hj Jones and liurd -'in as mucli as the sawie was carried out 
without any knowledge of the latter. Further, a comparison would 
shoiv that the procedures adopted and the results obtained in the 
present work are different from those of the previous authors in some 
respects. Jones and Hurd -^ have mentioned that the preparation of 
diphenylacethydroxaniic acid from the correspondinp; acid chloride was 
unsatisfactory due to side reactions. It was perhaps hecause they 
carried out the reaction in aqueous solution, .jatisfactory results 
were obtained in the present work by accomplishing the reaction in 
ethereal medium. Jones and liuxd'^ -^^ in their attempt to prepare the po-
tassium salt of the benzoyl derivative of the hydroxaniic acid, {j;ot 
a mixture of four substances, while the rearrangement of the benzoyl 
derivative straight off with a solution of caustic potash as descri-
bed in this work, (';ave bonshydrylajnine (2Xyfc yield) and l^ i-W'-dibenz-
hydryl urea,(52% yield). 
Ilofmaiin Reaction v/ith BB-dii>henyl-propionaniide yielded the 
corresponding amine viz. iiS-diphenyl-ethylaraine in about 65% yield. 
The latter has earlier been obtained only by the reduction of the 
66 
corresponding nitrile by Preun.d •:.:. lHnierY;/ahr and later by i'reman, 
67 
Ringk & Bpoerri ' , the latter having used kaney i^ ickel for reduct-
tion of the nitrile. Except the hydrochloride, no deidvatives of 
this s amine are described in the literature. Besides Hydrochloride, 
Hydrobromide, Benaoyl derivative and the picrate from this andne 
are described in this v;ork. 
i^ esides diphenylacetamide, as an example of an -diaryl-
aliphatic-acid-amide, Benzilic acid amide also appeared to provide 
a good exaini)le of an amide having two phenyl (:;roups and an hydrox;yl 
in -position, Fofmann Reaction with Benivilic acid amide is des-
cribed in this work, having been carried out with an aqueous alkaline 
solution of potassium hypobromite, vvhicii. yielded as the final product 
iienzophenone in about BOj; yield { crude product). The formation of 
the latter may eitlier be interpreted according to equation (^ 6) or 
';Q 
else by equation (37) sust::,ested by Arcus and Green¥/ood' in connection 
with their work on ilofmann Reaction with - and B-hydroxy amides. 
65. Ber, 2^,2ii45 (1890)., (65) J.Am.Chem.Soc. ,4^,2438(1921) 
69. J.Am.Chem.; oc. 62,658,(19^7). 
68. J.Chem.i-oc, 1937 (19i'3) . 
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It was noted that the contersion of benzilic acid amide to benzo-
phenone by iiofraarm Reaction took place rather quickly. The latter 
separated from the reaction mixture as a crude solid soon after 
all the amide had been added in small portions over a period of 
3J0-45 minutes, to a coid aqueous solution (alkaline) of potat slum 
hypobromite under mechanical stirring, 
Ph Ph I^h 
> C(OH)-COIiHo Br,EXm ^ >C(OH)-M;, -MH3 y >C=:0 (36) 
Ph Ph i'h 
>C(0H)~C01-I1-U KOBr y >C(OH),liCO KOH s^  >C=0 (37) 
Ph ^ ^ Ph -KNCO-H^O / Ph 
SGHIgg'S BASE yROM HQFIaAJ-iS REACTIQM: 
A nuinber of experiments carried out on Ilofraann Reaction 
with Diphenylacetainide indicated that the most outstanding diffi-
culty was the failure to get a clear solution prior to carrying out 
the rearrangement, as described earlier. i*]xperiraents cai'ried out 
v/ith a vie?; to determine the optiiaum conditions for the smooth 
Hofmann Rearrangement of diphenylacetainide yielded an entirely new 
by-product of Hofmann P.eaction- a Schiff's Base, viz. W-benzhydryl-
benzophenone-imine (XIX) v/hose identity has been well confirmed 
through degradation, ssmthesis as well as the measurements of the 
Infra-red and ultra-violet spectra. This compound is formed when 
diphenylacetamide is treated with a dilute alkaline solution of 
jjotatis ium hyj)obromite containing m about M- moles of caustic potash 
C per mole of the amide) dissolved in about 40-50 parts of water. 
A notable point of interest about this compound is its identity with 
one of the reaction products of Jenzilic acid and urea as mentioned 
earlier. 
In order to study the probable route througli which the 
said chiff *s base is fortaed in Hofmann Reaction v;ith diphenyl-acet-
ainide, a reaction was carried out in vvhich a mixture of Jjenahydryl-
amine (XXXI) and 'enzophenorje ( in equimolecular proportions) was 
allowed to stir meciiaiiically for about 5 hours v.dth 5:; aqueous solu-
tion of caustic potash. The reaction product, on being vorked up, 
yielded the desired fchiff's base, but in vary small yield, tiost 
of tlie amine \ ae recovered unchanged. 
k t h e o r e t i c a l explanat ion in support of the foiiaation of 
beriKophenone , l a t e r condensing with Dezhydrylaiuine to give the 
corre-.ponding Gch i f f s base in ilofmaim r eac t i on v/ith diphenyl-acet-
araide, under s l i g h t l y modified condi t ions of the experiment, i s 
sulx-iiilted in the p a r t 'Discussion• of t h i s t h e s i s . 
^ 5 CH. KHp ^ ^ C (11) . r;II. CO. r^lI-Cgll^ 
(XXXI) (XIXII) 
C -II 
^ 5 C(H)-iIH.CO.ffl-
(x:xxiii) 
E X P E R I M E H T A L 
( P a r t I ) 
EKPERIMEKTAL Part I 
All Melting Points that occur in the follovjing description, are 
uncorrected ,• in those cases ¥/here a difference vas noted from 
the melting points already mentioned in the literature, a confirma-
tion was resorted to by using standard thermometer for Kielting point 
detenEination, 
Except for micro-analyses where the source is mentioned at 
the appropriate place, all macro-analyses ( generally of liitrogen) 
were carried out in the laboratory either by Duma's method or Kjel-
dahl's. 
(A) AlillDE F0iiIwJ.TI01l PROM ACIDS Al'iD UREA? 
The method i>roposed by Cherbuliez an,d Landolt for the 
preparation of acid amides by heating a mixture of the acid and 
urea, v/as extended to the acids eniuaerated in Table I. The experi-
mental details described below for the preparation of Diphenyl-acet-
amide served as a raodel for other exrperiflients similarly performed 
except for some insignificant difference in the maximum temperature 
employed and the total time spent for the reaction. 
It may be noted that the isolation of the amide in each 
case was carried out throu^ i^ extraction of the reaction product by 
suitable organic solvents unlike distillation of the reaction mass 
employed by Cherbuliez and Landolt , 
DIPHEl^ YL ACETIC ACID: It was prepared , starting from Benzaldehyde 
through Benzoin, Benzil and Bens-oilic acid by reducing the latter 
with the help of j)hosphorous, Iodine and glacial acetic acid, foll-
ovtfing the generally Imown procedures. It vas noted during the conver-
sion of benKilic acid to diphenyl-acetic acid that the purification 
of red phosphorous by boiling with distilled water, washing and sub-
sequent drying, v/as useful fro the quality and yield of diphenyl-
acetic acid. 
It was observed that diphenyl-acetic acid coild also be 
crystallised from acetic acid which yields the coinpomid in the form 
of long colourle, s needles or flakes depneding upon the dilution of 
acetic acid, itielting at 145-46°, 
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( d i p l i e n y l - a c e t i c a c i d ) 
DIHI£E YL~ACEgAI3IDE: 
( a ) Irom d i p l i e n y l - a c e t i c - a c i d and u r e a : ::,acjjerlr?ieiits \yere c a r r i e d 
o a t i n s e v e r a l b a t c h e s i n o r d e r t o deterii i ine t l ie optiaiiia c o n d i t i o n s ! 
Tiie xollo'wliiG cond i t i o i i s were fo ' i id t o y i e l d t h e b e s t r e s u l t s s -
Aii i i i t i i j iate ci ixt i i re of we l l d r i e d dipl ienyl a c e t i c a c i d 
( ' 16 .% c>; O.OcJ mole) aiid cqa imo iecu l a r q u t m t i t y of u.rea ( 4 . 8 g) 
v.ao g r a d u a l l y h e a t e d i n a G i e s l e r ' s f l a s k on an o i l u a t h . I n about 
10-1 > Biinutes t i n e , t h e e n t i r e rnxsc bect-uae a l i q u i d , t empera tu re of 
t h e b a t h oein/'; 'r10-20^ a t t h i s s ta-se . Ihe teniEX) e r a t o r e i a s t hen k 
g r a d u a l l y I ' a ised t o 135-90 i n about tlii'eo q u a r t e r s of an hour vAen 
tlie a c t u a l r e a c t i o n s t a r t e d marked by e i ' f e rvcccence ( CO.yL MHy) as 
v/ell ay; d e p o s i t i o n of a vjhite s o l i d ( aiainoniuin. carbamate) i n t h e 
ref lux: t u b e , bhe r e a c t i o n wasi a l lowed bo proceed f o r ciiiother hour 
and a h a l f , t h e tcmijoratui'c of t h e bath be ing i;;radaally r a i s e d d a -
r i n g t h i s tiiiie t o 22u-3u , 'iho foro ia t ion of a s^aall ajiiotint of a 
s o l i d i n tlie form of lon{5 i tecdles which could be soon th rough t h e 
tranGj.-;ai*ent l i q u i d r e a c t i o n m i x t u r e , vmi.. no ted when t h e t empera tu re 
of t h e ;,'ath was about 2'VJ , ;.;everal exper i raents i n d i c a t e d t h a t t h e 
foi^aat ion of t h i s s o l i d was f a c i l i t a t e d when t h e r a t e of h e a t i n g 
v-as r a t h e r f a s t , 
J he r e a c t i o n p r o d u c t , on c o o l i n g , was e x t r a c t e d by mean,s 
of b o i l i n f benzene i n two p o r t i o n s , I'ho f i r s t p o r t i o n (lOOccs) p;ave 
on c o o l i n g 4 ,5g of t h e amide^ a fu r l J ie r l . l g i.as r ecove red from t h e 
mother l i q u o r , rhe second e x t r a c t w i th about ^OOccs of ben:--.ene con-
t a i n i n g a l i t t l e ch lo ro form, t ,ave, on r ecove ry of t h e s o l v e n t , 7*5 -
7 .6g of t h e amide, t o t a l y i e l d of t h e product beinc;; t h u s 13 .1 -15 .26 
afaountinp; t o 77-73;; y i e l d ( t h e o r y ) . 
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* 
\i!h.e residual solid in the form of needles, weighed Q, 1-0.2s, 
It was found to be insoluble in ort!;anic solvents but dissolved readi-
ly in cold aqueous solution of caustic soda and also in boiling v^ a-
ter. 'Vhen heated vdth caustic soda solution, it gave an al:aost in-
soluble wliite precipitate (cf formation of a difiicultly soluble 
tertiary sodium salt when cyan,ia?ic acid is heated with aqueous caus-
tic soda solution^*' ). Ihis substance also gave an amethyst red 
coloured crystalline precipitate vlien heated with aiwaoniacal solu-
" 91 72 
tion of copper oxide (cf similai' test shown by cyanuric acid*^  *' ). 
It contained nitro{-;en and sublimed v/hen heated. 
Analysis: ( Dr.A. cIioellei*,Kxonach/Otr) 
Subs. -^{-.959136 CO^ 5.1'i-5m6 H^O 1.l90Hig 
•'ubs. 2.332ms I:Ls 0.66Bcc ( 22.5°,?A-Oinm) , 
Calculated for C^ I^UO^ H;, (cyanuric acid): C 27,91/', H 2,3^, K 32.55% 
^ ^ y ^ 
Found: 2o.33%» 2.G9>S 32.23% 
I-'or purposes of confirmation of the i d e n t i t y of diphenyl-
acetaiiiide prepared as above, an au then t ic saui]jle v^as prepared from 
the acid chlor ide and aRinionia:-
(b) From di-phenYl-acetyl-chloride .and aimonia; 
Crude d ipheny l -ace ty l -ch lo r ide (4»6g) prepared as de sc r ib -
ed below v;as dissolved in dry e ther and a streaci of dry ammonia was 
led i n t i l l no more amide sepai-atcd. ihe r eac t ion f l a sk v/as kept 
cold during the experi len t . The y i e ld of the maide vras 3$ ig (csi 75% 
theoi'y) ( cf Xlingermann'^and Freeman,Fdngk,;:poerri ' '^). 
The acid ch lor ide used above ?/as prepared as fo l lows?-
Dry d ipheny l -ace t i c -ac id (6,6g) and f reshly d i s t i l l e d 
th ionyl chlor ide (5 .^ccs ) i n the mo3-.ecular r a t i o of 1:2.5 were h e a t -
ed under re f lux on the water ba th , gusLrded agains t moisture by a 
calcium chlor ide tube , for about two and a half houns. The so lu t ion 
so obtained was coo Led ajid excess of th ionyl ch lor ide was removed 
by evaporation in vacuum a t rooia teraperature, ivy t h i s procedure 
69. Hofmann., !3er.,3 ,77o(18'?0). 
70. i . e n c k i . , 3 e r . J ^ , 2 3 5 ( 1 8 7 6 ) . 
? 1 . vlohler. ,4nn,62,230(1847). 
72. ClauSji'utensen. j d .p r (2)38,203. 
73. Aim.22^,85(1893). 
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tlie acid chloride was obtained in the lorn! of beautiful crystals. 
It v/as finally dried in vacuum over caustic soda yielding the acid 
chloride sufficiently ouro for synthetic purposes. It Rave a m.p 
o 74-
55-57 ( yiiM 6.0g; cf iJtaudinger' ) . 
Crystallisation and meltinr; point detex^mination of Dipheny-acetajnide; 
The samples of diphenylacetamide prepared according to 
the above tvio raethods were crystallised separately froa alcohol and 
benaene. hen crystallised fron alcohol, the aiaide in both cases, 
V as obtained in long; colourless plates melting at '(&9-70 , v/hile 
from ben'iene, it crystallised in colourless shining needles melting 
at 170-71°. Tlie melting point as ivell as the crystal form interchan-
ged by changing the solvents. 
•ilie melting point determinations vi'ere carried out with the 
hel]3 of a standard theriaonieter in a capillary ( about 5cms in length 
and limn in diaiaeter). 'i'he length of the column of the sul>stance in 
the capillary was kept about 2iams and tlie rate of heating was ree;u-
lated to an increment of 2 per minute when the temperature v/as about 
10 belov/ tlie inelt:ln(2 point of the substan.co. 
iiie difference in melting point of diphenylacet aiaide con-
sequent on tlie different form of crystals obtained from different 
solvents, althougli being small, was confirmed by rej>eated observa-
tions. Further, a duplication of the observation v/ith the sanple 
prei)ared from diphenyl-acebyl-chloride and niaiuonia provided a con-
firmation. 
Jhe following photogra])hs re,ijresnt the crystals of diphenyl-
acetaraide (uniaaf':nified) from alcohol as well as ben/.ene, both obtain-
ed from acid and iirea and from the acid chloride and aiaoionia:-
74. Cheja.jer.,f|4,1622(1911). 
' + 1 -
0> (from benzene- m,p 170-71 ) (froia a l coho l - m.p I69-70") 
( Diplienyl-acetamide from acid ^ area ) 
:from benaene- m.p 170-71°) (from a lcoho l - m.p 169-70°) 
(Diphenyl-acetaniide from ac id-ch lor ide & aramonia) 
Analysis ; (sample jirepared from, acid ixnd u r e a ) : -
eubss 0.2:)15g onO-IL, 12,07 CCS ( 750mia , 27"^) 
Calculated for C^^ H^^ OM (211,2) II : 6.63 
found : 6.7''i . 
The following table (Table I) gives the results of the 
preparation of amides from other acids and ui*ea, including .saturated 
dibasic acids- succinic tmd adipic acids. The latter two gave how-
ever the imide and the diairiide respoctively. 
A small aiaouTit of an ini'usible substance (containing nitro-
gen) and £;;iving qualitative tests for cyanxa-'ic acids as deL-cribed 
earlier, was isolated also in the preparation of tlie aj/Lides of Buty-
ric and iso-valeric acids. 
Table I 
Acids. Yield of the crude 
aside theory) 
M.p of the 
pure amide. 
1. Butyric acid.............. 
2. Iso-valeric acid 
3. Stearic acid 
4-. Phenyl-acetic acid........ 
5. Diphenyl-acetic acid. 
6. BB-dix)henylpropionic acid. 
7. i'uccinic acid. 
8. Adipic acid 
72.4 
62.0;; 
69.6:^ . 
91.?% 
77-7m 
88.5% 
84.0% (Imide) 
83.0'v (Diamide) 
108-109*^  
135-56° 
170-71 
131-32' 
125-26^ 
219-20^ 
0 
(B) REACTIQM 'BMHWEiM BEfi/JLIC ACID AMD JMEAi 
A number of experiments were carried out udth varying 
temperature employed and the total time allowed for the reaction.The 
object iras to determine the optimum conditions for the formation of 
the various products. In all these experiments, the four j^ roducts 
of the reaction were isolated by laeans of fractional crystallisation 
using alcohol and benzene as solvents. For the separation of the 
Schiff's base ( K-ben:-:bydryl-benzophenone-imine, XIX), advantage was 
taken of the fact that its is extremely soluble in ben?;ene, so that 
it could be easily removed at any stage by tritui^ation with a little 
benzene, A solution of caustic soda was used for separating 5:5-di-
phenyl-hydantoin from the reaction product. 
The following experimental details are islven. for a 
model experiment, followed by a table ( Table II) showins the varia-
tions in the yield of differeat products spceially that of the Bchiff 
's base and of i-is'-dibeniih;>'dryl-urea consequent on the ma maximum 
temperature employed and the total time allowed for the reaction. 
EXP£RI.,:;IEKT 
An intimate aiixture of pui'e and dry benailic acid 
(4,56g ; 0.02 mole) and an equimolecular quantity of lu^ ea (1.2g) 
was heated gradually in a Giesler's flask on an oil bath. The entire 
Biass became a liquid betveeii 130-40° and an effeirvescenece set in 
at 165°after nearly half an hour. The temperature was then gradua-
lly raided to 175*^  v/hen traces of ?/ater vaijoiu? v/ere observed collec-
ting in the reflujc tube; at 185 v/hen the colojx of the licivdd nass 
had turned li[:;iit bro\?n, i a white deposit ( aRiraoniuni carbamate and 
cai'bonate) apeared on the colder part of the reflux tube. At this 
stage , a visorous effervescence was observed in the reaction mass. 
The tempera I ui'e v/as then gradually raised to 220 in about half an 
hour aiid v.as .aaintaiiied there till tv/o houi's had elapsedx reckonn-
inc fi'0i7i the besini>H,:; of tlic experiment ( effervescence had stopped 
at this stage). At about 210-20°, the liquid in the reaction flask 
nao, u(iCO'2Q B. soiui—so L'..d mass. 
ISQLA!i'IOK OF Tia VARIOUS PHOPtjQTS; 
The reaction flask was allowed to cool, pulverised and 
then thorouglily extracted '^:'>j laeanB of dilute caustic soda solution 
and filtered. The residue was thorouchly vmshed vdth vater and the 
combined filtrate acidified by means of dilute liydrochloric acid 
which gave 5«5-diphenyl-hydantoin as a clean white crystalline pre-
ciptate. It was collected,v/ashed and dried ; yield 1.76 (33»5%f th-
eoi^-). On crstallisation from benzene it gave m.p 29'i;-93^ » J-'^ e^ resi-
dual solid after drying' in the des.-.icator, was triturated with a 
small amount of benzene aiid filtered. The residue, after drying 
weig;hedO.$g(7.6% theory) and after crystallisation from benzene gave 
m.p 267-69*^ i#iich rose to 272-7p^U«-i^—dibe:^.hydryl-urea) after ano-
ther crystallisation from alcohol, xhe filtrate from above on a litt-
le concentration deposited a small amoimt of a crystalliiio soiid 
(0,1g) which on two crystallisations from alcohol cave m.p 210-11^ 
(sym-tetraphenyl-ethane). The mother liquor was then completely fre-
ed from the solvent (benzene) v/hich gave a thicK brovmish syruppy 
mass v/hich on trituration with a little alcohol, gave a white crys-
talline solid ; it v.'as collected and dried ( yield 0.6g ;, 17,3^ 5^ ) 
v/hich after w o crystaliication froi;i alcohol i:;ave m.p 152-33°( b-bon-
zhydryl-ben:^;ophenone-iniine). The filtrate fro.ia t>ie tritu2?ated mass 
on concentration, gave a thick syrapxjy laaus ; hlch v/elched about 
O.og ; it could not be induced to crystallisation. 
'fable II 
' l a b l e l l 
Max.'i'emp. 
and 'rune. 
H e l d of t h e v a r i o u s p r o d u c t s . 
( t h e o r y ) .„„„_.^  . 
A B C D 
I ' o t a l y i e l d 
( t heo ry si 
(1) 180°- 2hrs. 53.3% 
(2) 220°- 2hrs. 33*^^ 
,.-.0 (3) 240 - t.:.3hrs.33.i:;^  
19.4% 
7.$% 
3.03% 
3"^/-^ 
1 9 Xv^ : 
21.6?y 
1.5)i 
3.0:?. 
4.3/i 
J f • t3/v? • 
6 1 . 4 - . 
Ol!— • d^/C 0 
A. : 5«5-di i ;hen.yl-hydantoin5 
B : K-K->—diben2;hydryl-urea, 
C : E-ben2;hydryl-ben;-:.ophenone-imine, 
D ; i . -ym-tetraphenyl-et i ia i ie . 
GnARACTi::ia5'T.M0F OF TliK YAHIQJQ I'RODJCim; 
(^'0 ii .P 2 9 2 - 9 P ° (Ss'j^-diplieiWl-liydantoin) 
It vvae observed that this compoiind crstallises from benz-
ene in beautiful glistening needles mid. from acetone in cubical sugar 
lilie crystal8 meltinf,: at 292-93 v;hich p;ave no deproErion in melting-
point on admixtiire v/ith a saraple of 5i3~diphenyl-hydantoin |)repared 
from bonzil and area b;>' the action of alcoholic caustic potash solu-
tion '~\ The compound is extremely soluble in alcohol but crystallises 
froia dilute alcohol in very M long needles. 
Ancili (Drs. woiler and ;-)t;raass5v;-xford) 
Subs: 3.775ia6 CO3 9.335mg IL,0 1.555ias, 
Q-uba; 3.V35isis i«2 O.30ICC (763iwa , 22°). 
Calculated for C^^^i-:0^2 (232.2) : C 71.42% H 4.76% N 11.1 
Found 71.41>. 4.57% 11.3 
Acetylation of -j:5-diphenyl-h3^dantoini^ The acetyl derivative was 
prepared by treating the substance vith acetic tniliydride in presence 
of anhydrous sodiiua acetate, '..hen crystallised froii uenaaxie, it gave 
m.p 216°(reported 217°). 
3:3--diphea7l-hydantoin from Benzil and Urea? i5engil (4.0s) and 
ui'ea 2.0g) when treated vdth about 10ccs of nearly/ 66; aqueous caus-
16 
tic potash soiution and 60-80ccs of alcohol, as described by Biltz 
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gave about 3.56 of the desired product which on crystallisation from 
benzene isave ra.p 292-95^ viiich was not depresBed on adiaixture with 
the product isolated from the reaction betv/eon bensilic acid and urea 
(B) iJi.P 272-7^ (^E^ -K'-diben2;h;vdr.yl~urealt 
•'"his compound is easily soluble in acetone but dissolves 
v^lth difficulty in hot alcohol and benzene. v»hen completely purified, 
It melts at :;72-75°. 
II; ii3 i^isolablc in caus t i c Boda so lu t ion jind fdves a 
deep oran-e-rcd coloueabion v/ltb concentrated sulphuric ac id . 
An.al: (Dr.A.Schoeller,^^ronach/Ofr) 
Subs: 4.9pUiag CO^ 1/l.d45nig M^O 2.700mB, 
Gubs: 3.-'^ 'GmG W^  ^^•217cc (?-Uim , 2 8 ° ) . 
Calculated for Cg-^ H^ I^^ g^ (392.4) j C 32.6^^^. ii 6,'i2';i K 7.14^ 
i'ound 62»H-o:ii 6,i5% 7.41%. 
Ul t r a -y io lo t Spectrum: liliis r e f e r s to Gl;hanol . iolut ion. 
i-iaic 
= 260 900 
i*. 
C - A ' - t - ' V - £ 
I t appeiirs from the absorpt ion spectrum tl iat the compound 
has many i s o l a t e d benK^Giio r in- ; s . 
jnifra~red^^' vpectrtun; I'hio r e f e r s to so l id ppot.;:;od with potascium 
uromide. 
It appears from the infra-red spcetruia that there is an amide 
band at 6.17 and a second one at 6.44 , vAich is characteristic 
of the syra~disubstituted ureas, 
De^ <:raciation .cixperi-inents: 
(a) One graaim of the substance, in a well powdered state, was heated 
imder refl x with ahout •i3ccs of 40;:: hydrobromlc acid solution for 
about ct-Z.t? hours. On cooling, a solid iim the foi'jii of colourless 
cr;;;/stals sepai-aied. It v^ai^. collectodj watlied with a little hot ben-
i',eiie and dried. It molted at 270-72°(dec.) and the acltinc; point v/as 
v/as not deprec!;;ed on acIM^ rbui'e with an authentic samijle of Benzhyd-
iT-lamine-hydrol'romido. I'he t»en?.en solution obtained frcfli the washing 
of above substance, on keeping a sinall amount of a crystalline subs-
tance meltinis at 210-11*^ V'/hich v;as not lowered on admixture with an 
authentic tuample of syni-tetraphenyl-ethane or the sa^ ne compound iso-
lated fron tiie reaction rsroduct of benzilic acid ar.d urea. 
(b) In a sealed pyrex boiab tube, LOg of the well pov/dered subs-
tance vas boated ..ith a laixturc wf ^ccs of concentiated liydrochloric 
acid (d 1.1) and 5ccs of ethanol (9%) for twelve hours at 150°. -^ f-
ter the end of t!ie experiment, it v/as noticed that ttie entire solu-
tion had separated into two well defined layers- an oily deep red 
colured solution and tlie coloarlcsG aqueous la^ -'er. The coloured la-
yer -wad carefully soi-arated, washed v.ith a little water and then 
taken u^,- in alcohol. I'ho alcoholic solution was warmed (charcoal) and 
filtered. Ohe filtrate on concentration deposited a small amoimt of 
a crystalline substance la.p 210-11° vvhich ..as identified as sym-tet-
raphenyl-ethane. 
^ The aqueous layer v.as iiade just alkaline and then extracted 
'by means of ether and to the dried ethereal solution(sodium sulphate) 
?/as 1 assed a strcciia of dry hydrop;en chloride which .gave benzhydryl-
aiaine hydrochloride m.p 268-90°. 
Synthesis of tj-N'-dibenzhydryl-ureat 
(a) Benzhydryl Urea: ''^  
Benzliydrylariiine-hydrochloride (O.ug) was dissolved in a 
small araount of wa"cer and 0.46 of powdered notascBium emanate was 
was added to it. Coon a solid separated. The reaction was completed 
on the water bath and after colling, the reaultinp: solid was filter-
75 • Leukart, oach., .i.>er. 19 ,2'; 30("] 886 ), 
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-ed ; yield 0.6g, which V'hen crystallised froa alcohol gave nolting 
point 144-45°. 
(b) H-JM*-dibenzhydryl--urea: 
Benzhydryl-urea (O.^s) was heated imder refliix with about 
15CCS of g l a c i a l a c e t i c acid for about one and a half hours . The so -
l u t i o n was allowed to cool and the poured i n to a small amount of cold 
water. A so l i d in the form of a white c r y s t a l l i n e p r e c i p i t a t e separa-
ted which was co l l ec t ed wanhed and dr ied ; y i e l d 0 .2c . 'v.hen twice 
c r y s t a l l i s e d from a lcohol , i t p'ave m.p 272-73°, which showed no dep-
reLfiion v/heii rniscd v;ith the product (B) obtained froia the reac t ion 
product of oQTizlllc acid and ui'ea. 
Anal: (Drs. u e i l e r - ; t r a u s ,Oxfrod) 
t ubs : p.agOmo GO^  11 .840EIS ll_^ 0 2,200fflfi, 
Calculated for C2r7H,.,J^2^ * ^ 82,6^'- H 6.12;i 
Found 33.01?5 6,28J5. 
i^'urther, a determinat ion of i n f r a - r ed cpectra iaeasurements 
showed i t s i d e n t i t y with the saiiic compound i so ..ated from the r e a c -
t i o n between oenK^ilic acid and urea . 
I t raay be laentioned h.cre t l iat for reasons of coirip«arison 
and conf inaat ion, H-IT'-dibenshydrylurea vas a lso obtained from the 
rearrangement of the benzoyl de r iva t i ve of diphenylacethydroxamic 
ac id , as a by-product (der>cribed l a t e r ) , A mixed melting; point deter-
mination and comparison of the i n f r a - r ed spec t ra confirined t h e i r 
ide^i t i ty , 
I h i s compound i s r ead i ly soluble in uein:.eiie, acetone and 
e ther but d i sso lves with cl iff iculty in hoL a lcoho l . 
I t i s inso lub le in caus t i c soda-so lu t ion but d isso lves in 
concentrated sulphuric acid SQ± on warming. 
I t c r y s t a l l i s e s from alcohol coritainii:-; a l i t t l e benaene, 
i n p r i s n a t i c neodles and f lakes m.p 152-5>3°. 
Aiaal: (Eiacro-iijeldahl) 
'ubs: 0,295Gc ;_jave acirnojiia wiiich neu t r a l i s ed O.G^ccs of E/10 
s'lilphimic ac id : ..:bund l i i t rogen 4.09>v 
c'ubss 0.273^H:i cave aimnonia which r ieut ra l i scd 7.7ccs of H/10 
sulphuric ac id : Found .Mitrocen, . . . . . . 3,94 
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Anal: (Dr.A.Schoeller, Kronach/Ofr) 
Sifos: 4.539nip; CO., 14.930mg H^O 2.580me, 
Subs: 2.882iiLe E^ 0.119ccs (29.5^,718mm). 
Found : G 89.73% H 6.36% U 4.40% 
C^giem (347,4) r equ i res : 39.37i^i 6.09;^ 4.03%. 
Hydrolysis: 
One cramm of the substance ivas heated under reflux udth 
about 1:3ccs of nearly 20% hydrobromic acid solution for about an 
hour. The solution v?as allowed to cool whereupon a solid in the foEm 
of neeidles separated. It was filtered off, v/ashed with a little tktss 
ether and dried ; it gave m.p 270-72°(dec.) and was found to be 
Benzhydryl-amine-hydrobromide v/ith which it shoived no depeession in 
melting point on adiaixture. 
-Anals ;:ubs; 0.'i790g bave 0.1296g of silver bromide, 
Found Br 30.66;S 
C^ ;.H^ H^Br (262.2) requires.., Br 30,28j5. 
The filtrate and the ethereal washing of the solid was 
ti^ eated with more ether and the ethereal solution on ueing dried, 
gave only a suicky mass on reiiioval of the solvent, which could not 
be crystallicod. 
I'he foi'm-ation of benzhydrylamine-hydrobroiaide in the 
above experiraent, however claarly indicated the pre&ence of a 
' .uen^ hydi'yl' croujj attached to a K atom in the laolecule. 
Oltra-Violot '^pectrumt ( This refers to ethanol solution). 
max = 250 . . 18,000. 
The liigh value for (18,000) coup-
led with of i n d i c a t e s t h a t t he r e 
i s a double bond i n the aiolecule in 
conju>:^:ation v^ith tJ:e ben:.,ene r i n g . 
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Infra-red SpectriMt TMs refers to solid pressed with potasidum 
bromide: 
Infra-red spectrum of E-benzhydryl-benzo-
phenone-inline, 
(Valency Vibration =: 6.1? ( 0=11 ) ) 
The clues arising from the measurements of Ultra-violet 
and Infra-red spectra coupled with tLe fact that the substance con-
tains a benahydryl e^oup attached to a N atom in the molecule led to 
the eniinciation of the molecule as a Schiff's base via, K-benzhydryl-
benzophesnone'rimine, which v/as confirmed by elementary analysis and 
synthesis of tlse compoujid, as described below. The compound v;as once 
again subjected to hydroljjsis by means of dilute sulphuric acid in 
a:n attempt to isolate benaophenone as one of the hydrolytic products. 
Hydrolysis Udth dilute sulphuric acid)tX 
The substance (1.0g) was heated under reflox v/ith about 10-
15ccs of 10' sulphuric acid for about one hour. The solution was all-
owed to cool c'Hid then extracted with ethei". The ethereal solution 
after proper waslriiiig and drying, gave on evaporation of tlie solvent, 
a colorless sticity mass which solidified to a x^ hite solid on seeding 
with a small crystal of pxire benzopheaone. After crystallisation it 
was identified as such by a mixed melting ijoint determination as 
v/ell by preparing its semicarbaisone. 
The acid solution was made alkaline and then extracted by 
means of ether and to t^ ie dried ethereal solution ( sodipm sulphate), 
was i assed a stream of dry gaseous hydrogen chloride . hich gave benz-
hydrylaittine-hydrocliloride, m.p 28a-90'^(dec,), 
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SYBTIESIS OF K-BEJ^ f^flYDRYL-.BENZOPHEHOM:E-IMIHE 
The mixture of BenEhydrylamine (1,0g ; prepaired from Hofmaim 
Reaction with Mphenylacetamide) and Bensophenone (1.0g) was heated 
with 0.1-0,2c of anhydrous sine chloride, to ahout I^O^for ahout 
15-20 minutes. The fused raass after cooling, was heated under reflux 
v/ith a small quantity of benszene for a short while. The solution 
was then filtered after cooling and the entire solvent evai>orated off, 
Zhe reaction product so obtained, was then triturated with a little 
alcohol,which gave a dirty \vhite but crystalline solid. It was collec-
ted, washed with water and then with a little alcohol. It was finally 
crystallised from alcohol which gave a solid in the form of prismatic 
needles m.p 152-55° \diich shov/ed no depression on ad,ixture with the 
same product isolated from the reaction between benzilic acid and 
urea. 
The identity between the three Baraples of thi.; compomid obtain-
ed froia (i) reaction between benailic acid and urea (ii) reaction 
between benr.hydrylamne and benz.ophenone (sjiithesis) and (iii) reac-
tion between diphenjdacctamide and a dilute alkaline solution of 
potassitm hy];)Obromite v. as confirmed by the determination of their 
infra-red spectra which came out identical. 
( D ): M , P 210-11 ^ (£'.ym-tetraoheavl-ethane ) t 
It is readily soluble in acetone, hot alcohol and hot benzene. 
It is insoluble in caustic soda solution and concentrated sixlphuric 
and hydrochloric acids have no action on it. 
It shows a negative te;. t for i;itrof:;en and its indifference to-
wards most chemical reagents indicated its probabale identity with 
one of the K hydrocarbons. 
Anal: (Dr,A.r;ch.ocller, Ironach/Ofr). 
Cubs: 4.513ms, CO2 V4,720rtiQ H^O 2.&00ms, 
Calculated for C2gH22(33^.4^-, tetra-phenylethane): C 95o6%,H 6.6^  
Found 93.24% 6.?^ 
It melted at 210-11^ and show, d no depression on admixture with 
an authentic sample of sym-tctra-i)henylethane. 
(C) PRSPARAT-IOB QE AJaLIPES & gORllAI'IQM OF K-SUBSTITUTED SiJCCIi^ 'IMIDES; 
(a) PREPARATIQH OF AMlLlDQSi ( From Acids and s-Diphenyl-urea )i 
Below is given a description of the genral conditions 
of the experimental procedure followed by a table giving the names 
of the acids that have been converted to anilides as also the yields: 
An intimate mixture of the acid and s-diphenyl-iirea ( in 
equimolecular proportions) was {5radually heated in a Giesler's flask 
on an oil bath. After some time cm effervescence (CO,) started in the 
reaction mixtiare which gradually intensified and then slowed dovn till 
it stopped altogether. This marked the end of the reaction. The temp-
erature at \'hlch the I'eaction started and at v/hich it ceased, varied 
slightly in different cases biit in general the effervescenec started 
at about 200-205*^ (bath temp.) after about tv/enty to thirty minutes 
heating and stopped axter nearlyanother half an hour when the i7emp-
erature had reached about 210-20°. The reaction product was then allo-
wed to cool and taken up in ether, .t'he ethereal solution was treated 
twice v/ith a slight excess of dilute hydrochloric acid (6;«) and then 
ivashed with v.atar. The aqueous layer {;ave te.:t for aniline and the 
ethereal layer after being dried over calciua chloride, on evapora-
tion yielded the crude anilide. lii case of BB-diphenyl-propion-anilide 
and adipic acid di-anilide, both beinc insoluble in ether, treatment 
with the latter removed aniline and the H anilide was left behind.The 
yield of the crude anilide, as eliovai in the table (III), is in almost 
all cases nearly theoretical. The crude anilide on two crystallisa-
tions from beniiene or dilute alcoholscharcoal)is obtained in very 
pure forra. 
The identity of the anilides v«fas confirmed by melting point, 
miced melting point with authentic samples prepared in each case from 
the corresponding acid chloride and aniline, as also by hydrolysis. 
An alternative procedure of isolating the ethersoluble ani-
lide ivould be to convert aniline to its hydrochloride by j>assing dry 
hydrogen chloride gas tlirough the ethereal solution of the reaction 
product which v;ould precipitate aniliiie hydrochloride. The latter 
could be filtered off and the filtrate on evaporation v^ ould yield the 
anilide. 
The following table i,ives the yields of the crude anilides 
and the melting points of the crystallised product:-
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Table I I I 
Acids: Yields of tlie 
crude anilide 
(theory). 
[•P of pure 
anilldes! 
1. Acetic acid 72% 
2. Phenyl-acetic acid 95% 
5. Diphenyl-acetic acid,....... 85% 
4. Propionic acid, 87% 
5. BB-Diphenyl-propionic acid,. 93/-
6. Butyric acid 92% 
7* Isovaleric acid.. 84?& 
8. Adipic acid 86% (Dianilide) 
9. Bensoic acid 90% 
115-16", 
117-18^. 
181-82°. 
105°. 
176-77°, 
90-91°. 
111-12°, 
241-42°. 
162-65°. 
("b) Reaction betv/een Succinic acid and s-diphenyl~urea; 
An intimate mixture of succinic acid (1,18s; 0,01mo!e) 
and s-diphenylurea (4,22g; 0.02mole) was gradually heated in a Gies-
ler's flask on an oil bath. After about half an hour the entire mass 
became a liquid and effervescence (COo) started .; the temperature of 
the bath was about I95°at this stage. After another haf an hour v/hen 
the temperatxire hads reached 210°, effervescence ceased. The reaction 
was then stopped and the reaction product on cooling, v/as triturated 
with a little ether which took away aniline. The ethreal solution gave 
the test for aniline and the residue which iveighed about 5,5g melted 
unevenly between 140-45 , It v/as crystallited from alcohol and the 
first fraction (> wt. 2g) which melted at 240-41° was found to be un-
changed diphenyl-urea. The mother liquor on concentration gave colour-
less needles (1.5s) which on recrystallisation from alcohol(charcoal) 
gave m.p 155°and was fally identified as N-phenylsucciinimide ( Succi-
nanil)- it gave no depression in melting point when mixed ?jith an 
authentic sample prepared by Auwers method. 
Anal: latrop:en (K:;ieldahl): Found (1) 7,55?i 
(ii) 7.61%. 
Calculated for C^QH^Cjii.... 
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Hydrolysis: 
About 0.3s of the product m.p 155° ( as obtained above^, 
was boiled under reflux on the water bath for about haf an hour with 
15CCS of ZOJi alcoholic potash. Alcohol was then evaporated off and 
after dilution v/ith a small quantity of ?/ater, the solution vas sha-
ken with ether. The ethereal layer vvas found to contain aniline. The 
aqueous layer was acidified ?/ith dilute hydrochloric acid and the 
resulting solution was concentrated which gave a small aiuovint of the 
acid (succinic acid) which on crystallisation from alcohol gave melt-
ing and mixed point 179-80^, 
Reaction_between succinic acid and s-diphenyl urea (equimolecular 
proportion); 
The conditions of the experiment were the same as in the 
previous experiment e; cept that the reactants were taken this time 
in equimolecular proportions. The resulting product ( yield 1.5s i 
ca 85%) from 1.13g of succinic acid and 2.11g of s-diphenylurea, on 
crystallisation from alcohol gave m.p 155° v/hich was identified as 
W-phenyl-succinimide. 
(c) EXI'ERIMEJJTS WITH SUCCIMXC AI^ HYDfilDS AHD MQKQSUBSTfTUTED UREAS; 
(i) Succinic-anliydride and Fhenyl-iirea; 
All intimate mixture of succinic anJiydride (2g; 0,02 mole) 
and phenyl-urea (2.72g; 0.02mole) was gradually heated under the 
conditions described earlier. The entire inass had completely melted 
at about 120° after about 15 minutes and the effervescence (COp) 
started . Besides carbon-di-oxide, ammonia ¥/as freely evolved and 
a white solid (ammonium carbamate) began depositing in the reflux 
tube after about another 15 minutes when the tenperatui'e had reached 
about 160°. After three quarters of an hour from the beginning of the 
experiment when the temperature had reached 180°, the effervescence 
ceased. The exjieriment v;as then stopped and the reaction product 
(2.7©; 77%) on crystallisation from alcohol gave melting ppint 154-
55*^  and was identified as H-phenylsuccinimide. 
(ii) Succinic-anhydride and Ureas 
An intimate mixture of succinic anhydride (2.0g;0.02 mole) 
and urea (1.2g ; 0.02moLe) was heated as described in the previous 
case and the observations were also more or less the same. The 
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resulting product (yield 1.8s 'Ca 95%) on crystallisation from al-
cohol gave m.p 125-26°and was found to be identical with succini-
mide. 
In analogous way, succinic anhydride gave with B-aaphthyl~ 
urea and p-Tolyl--urea, H-B-Ilaphthyl-succinimide and W-p-Tolyl-succ-
inimide respectively, as described below:-
B-B-fiaphthyl'-succinimida; 
Succinic cinhydride (1.0g) and B-Saphthyl-urea (1.36g) gave 
1,65g of the crude product (yield 73% theory) which when crystallised 
from alcohol gave melting point 183° and showed no depression in 
melting point when mixed with an authentic sample prepared by Auwer*s 
method. 
Anal: Jiitrogen (Kjeldahl); Found (i) ^.77% 
^ (ii) 3.39%. 
Calculated for G^^R^^O^l^ (225.2) ... 6.22$S. 
H~D-tolyl~succiniffiide: 
Succinic anhydride (1.0g) and p~Tolyl-urea (1.36) gave 1.33s 
of the crude product (yield 7VQ v^ hich when crystallised from alco-
hol gave m.p 150-51°and showed no depression on admixture with an 
authentic sample prepared by Auwere's method. 
Anal:IdtrQp:en (K;ieldahl)t Found (i) 7.12::S 
(ii) 6.97S. 
Calculated for C^ H^^ j^O^ H (184.2).... 7»^ti>. 
Preparation of M-p-tolyl-and B-naohthyl-succinimides by Auwers^'^methoc 
This consisted in firstly preparing succinlcacid-mono-p-tolyl-
amide and succinic acid-mono-B-Haphthylaiaide oy mixing the hot chloro 
formic solutions of succinic anliydiude and the corresponding amine, 
and secondly heating each of this monoamides above their melting point 
to give the corresponding ri-succiniaides. 
Preparation of Substituted Ureas; 
•^ . Phenyl and Diphenyl urea: 
Both j)henylurea and s-diphenylurea are formed when an aqueous 
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solution of aniline-hydrochloride and ui'ea is heated. Tliey could 
"be easily separated since diplienyl-urea is almost insoluble in boil-
ing \?ater and phenylurea is readily soluble. After boling tJie aqueous 
solution for about an hour, the two compounds were easily' separated 
in a r.eries of operations consisting on each occasion , in separating 
the diphenylurea from the boilinj-^  solution and phenylurea from the 
colfi filtrate. 
.;-he crude diphenylurea v/as further purified by crystallising 
frora ethyl acetate v.dth the addition of a little decolourising car-
bon. The pure sym-diphenylurca gave la.p 242 , x^ hich v;as ut.ed for 
the preparation of anilides,etc, 
' he crude ijhenyliix'ea containing a little diphenylurea, was 
purified by crystallising from a ininimuai (vuantity of boling water 
usinp, decolourising carbon. As the filtrate beftan to cool, a floccu-
lent x>^ 'ecipitate of diphenyl urea was filtered off while the liquid 
was still hot. 'he filtrate on being allov/ed to stand for several 
hours gave jture Vhenyl urea, m.p 148 . 
The phenyl urea was also i>repared froi.i anil.Iiie iij'drochloride 
by treating it in aqueous solution, with the calculated amount of 
potassiiLfii cycinate dis- olved in v;ater ( V.eith, i:>er.9 »i2Q(1B76)) and 
(l.W,Hofmaiin,/um.2o, 131(1349) ). 
Preparation of p-tolyl and B~naphthyl ureat 
Both \'/ere prepared by treating the corrcsi)onding amne ¥/ith 
calculated aiao'^ mt of potas^iiua cgcanate in acetic acid solution- • 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
(Par t I I ) 
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EXPERIMEliTAL Part II 
HOFMAim REACTIOH WITH - and QQ^ DIARYL-ALIPMTIC AI.iIDES: 
(A) Hofmajon Reaction v/ith MpheaYlacetamide; 
The procedure adopted in carrying out Ilofmann Reaction v;as 
34 
esentially that developed hy Hoogewerf and Van Dorp in v/hich the amide 
is first dissolved in a cold alkaline aqueous solution of potassium 
hypobromite. Rearrangement to the amine then occurs, ihen the result-
ing; solution is \%'armed on the v^ ater bath at about 70^. As mentioned 
earlier in the 'Theoretical Fart* of this work that by adopting this 
procedure in the normal way, a clear solution of the amide in the 
alkaline aqueous solution of potassiuia hypobromite could not be ob-
tained even after long stirring.In the following procedure, therefore, 
a more concentrated solution of alkali , containing eight moles of 
caustic potash per mole of tlie araide, dissolved in about 10 i)arts of 
water, was used:-
Two and four tenth cubic centimeters of bromine (C^48mole) 
was added dropwise to a solution of 17,9g( 0,32mole) of potassiuia 
hydroxide dissolved in about 160-170ccs of water cooled to zero deg-
ree. To the clear solution, was added, in small portions, vi^ ell pow-
dered Diphenylacetamide (8,2©-, O.O^mole) over a period of about thir-
ty minutes, the solution being kept mechanically stirred throughout. 
The stirring v/as continued for about sixteen hours. The resulting 
solution, containing only a small amount of solid suspended matter, 
was filtered and the filtrate was warmed on the water bath at 80-90° 
for about twenty minutes. The solution tuned turbid in the beginning 
and the turbidity, which tended to increase gradually, cleared off 
eventually and an oily lajer separated. The solution was allowed to 
cool and then extracted twice with ether and the ethereal soiution was 
dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. The amine contained in the ethe-
real solution was precipitated as the hydrochloride by passing dry 
gaseous hydrogen chloride ; yield about 6.1g ( 72%, theory). 
The a-tiine-hydrochloride was purified by dlssolvijng in absolute 
alcohol and reprecipitataing with ether. Pure dry Benzhydrylamine-
hydrochloride gave m.p 295-94(dec.) (Leuckart*^^- 270°,Ber6mann^^-298° 
76. Ann.46^,5119(1928). 
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; Biltz'^ '^ jSeydel- 293°(eorr.) ). 
Anal: .'-ubs: 0,1132g gave 0,0714g of .:dlver chloride, 
Calculated for C^ H^^ l^JCl (219.71): 01 16.1% 
Four.d CI 15.6%. 
The identity of Benzbydrylamine was further confirmed by 
preparing the following derivatives:-
1. HYDROBROMIDE; 
It was prepared from concentrated hydrobromic acid and the 
ethereal solution of the aiidne. It ip difficultly soluble in water 
but easily dissolves in alcohol from v.hich it crystallises in long 
coloui'less plates, ra.p 270-72 (dec). 
Anal: Subs: 0,1736g gave 0.1252g of silver bromide, 
Calculated for C^^H^JfBr: Br 50,23:3 
Found Br $0,69%. 
2 . I^-BEI^ZOYL-BM^ZHYDRYLMII'QJ]; 
It v^as prepared from the amine by Schauten-Baumann reaction. 
It crystallises from alcohol in needles m.p 17^-75°(Vi^eeler' -166-67^, 
Busch. Leif heim''^ -^ 172°). 
3. N«.ACETYL~BEMZHYDRYLAKIMSt 
I t was p r e p a r e d from t h e aiaine and a c e t i c anhydr ide i n p r e -
sence of anhydi'ous sodii.na a c e t a t e . IVhen c r y s t a l l i s e d from a l c o h o l , 
i t gave in.p 15' l-52°(Wheeler '^^- 14-6-47°). 
4 . M-.BEBanPRYL-N'-PKE.aYLUREA: 
I t was o b t a i n e d a s a wh i t e c r J ^ s t a l l i n e i_)recipi ta te imraediate-
l y a f t e r t r e a t i n g t h e d r i e d e t h e r e a l s o l u t i o n of amine v/i th p h e n y l -
i s o c y a n a t e . I t c r y s t a l l i s e s from a l c o h o l i n long p r i s m a t i c n e e d l e s , 
m.p 2 2 1 - 2 2 ° ( 0 l i v e r i , L I a n d a l a , C a l d e r a r o g i v e i t s m.p a s 208-209° ; 
t h e y p r e p a r e d t h i s comi>ound 'oj t h e a c t i o n of a n i l i n e on BenEhydryl-
carbaiiiic a c i d a s i d e ) . 
Anal : : u b s : 0.17C'4g H^ 1 5 . 1 c c s (ove r 40, KOH s o l n . ,27°,750m5i 
C a l c u l a t e d f o r O^QE^QN^O (302 .36) : M 9.27>i 
Pound . , : K 9.60;i . 
T T T B i r . 4 4 , 4 1 1 ( 1 9 1 1 ) . — - ^ — —— ' 
7 8 . Am.26,354. 
7 9 . J . p r . ( 2 ) 7 7 . 1 4 . 
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5. H~BEHZHYDRYL»H«- »flAPHTHYLUREA: 
It was also obtained by niixing -Kaphthylisocyanate and 
the ethereal solution of the amine , when crystallised from alcohol, 
it gave needles m.p 216-17*^. So far as could be ascertained, this 
compound is not mentioned in the literature. 
Anal: rubsi 0.1574g n^ 11,5cGs(over 40,: KOH soln.27*^ ,75011^ 1: 
Foiand U 7»9^i 
^24"^^20^^2^552,41) Requires H 8.05%. 
(B) SCHIgF'S BilBE (H-BEaZIIYDRYL-BEHZQPllEMOI^ E-IMIljE) i'ROM HQFMAI^ IJ 
RMCTIQJM ( DIPHlCfiYLACETAIAIDB); 
Ti,vo and one tenth gramms of diphenylacetaadde (O.OImole) 
were added in small i)ortions, to -i solution of potasi^ iuia hypobromite 
prepared from 0,6ccs (0,012mole) of bromine and 2.5e(ca 0,04iaole) 
of caustic potash dissolved in about SOccs ox water at 0°, under 
continuous oiechanical Stirling. The stirring ivac coiitinued for about 
10 hours after which a seirii-solid mass in the fonn of a ball separa-
ted at the bottom leaving behind a v;ater clear solution, .^ he solution 
v;as decanted off arid worked op for the fiiaine but no amine could be 
detected. In one or tv^ o exi)erl,.-ients, ;,;ttall a^ aounb of a granular solid 
also separated v;hich could easily bo decanuud oif v^ ith the rest of 
the solution. 
The semi-so '• id niass , after being thoroushly washed with 
water by decantation, vas triturated v.ith a little alcohol ivhich 
immediately caused the esmi-solid mass to crystallire. The crystalline 
solid so obtained, was filtered off. It was found to UQ readily sol-
uble "n ben-.ene but ciifi'iciiltly in alcohol, i-ihen crystallised froia 
alcohol containing a little ben>;ene, it f-avc prisaafcic rioedles and 
flakes melting at 152-53° and shov/ed no deprcsGion when mixed vdth 
the same product obtained from the reaction bet e^ ai ben,.ilic acid 
and urea ^ rnj^ ^ yield of the productvai'led between w.5-'i.v:g in diffe-
rent batches- ar,d v;afc: also a litvlo a.,;xecbed 1-y the duration for which 
the solution v^ as stirred and the concentration of the alkali solution 
which ranged frora 5-^;:. in different experiments. 
Anal: (Drs.Weiler and : trauss,Oxford.) 
Cubs: 3.795fas GO^ ir;.470Bie , li.O 2.070nig, 
Subs: 3.859.ras Eg '^ •'^ 20cc (753iam,18°). 
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Found: C <39.61%, H 6,08%, I 3.65%. 
^26^21^' (347.44) - Requires: C 89.8?%, H 6.09%, W 4.03%. 
The identity of this product with W-Benzhydryl-benzophenone-
imine obtained from the reaction product of benzilic acid and urea, 
was also confirmed, besided a mixed melting point determination, by 
comparison of its Infra-red spectrum with other authentic samples 
obtained previously. 
Attempt to Condense Biaaahydrylaaine :c Benaophenone in alkali solution 
V^ ell pov/dered benaophenone (1.0g) mas suspended in about 
lOOccs of neai^ ly 4:'' aqueous caustic potash soiiution and 1.0g of benz-
hydrylamine v.as added to it. It v/as noted that as soon as the latter 
was added, all the benzophenone went into solution and a heavy oil 
settled at the bottom. The solution was allowed to stir for about 
five hours after ivliich it ivas extracted by means of ether and the 
ethereal,sciution was worked up for the desired rcliiff'& base. When 
alcohol v-as added to the oily residue obtained by evaporating off the 
ether, a very small amount of a v.hite so'id separated, which after 
filtration, washing with alclhol and recrystallisation from latter 
gave 152-33*^ xihich \vas not depressed on admixture with any of the 
previously prepared authentic .':amples. Infra-red spectrum %as also 
identical. 
"lost of the gunine could be recovered unchanged. 
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(C) :- P^ ElZI-IYDRII^ illlE FROM DIPHEIilLACgJHIDROXAMIC ACID; 
(a) Diphenylacethydroxamic Acid: ( C^H^ )2-CH-C0.M.0H 
This compound was jirepared from diphenylacetyl chloride acc-
50 
ording to the method recommended bj Hellerman'^ , 
A solution of 5»75s (0,025mole) of crude diphenylacetyl chlo-
ride in about lOOccs of ether vvas treated with 2,75g of anh;ydrouB 
sodium carbonate and 1.75g of liydroxylamine-hydrochloride. About 7ccs 
of water ivere added and the mixture was chaken vigorously v/ith due 
care (COo)* until all action ceased. The solid product was filtered 
off and washed with a little KifeKK v/ater. It was then thorouglily di-
gested v/ith hot x-ater (to remove inorganic imjjurities), collected and 
dried in vacuuia. The product so obtained was almost pure diphenylacet-
hydroxaroic acid ; 3»7s» 0^ crystallisation from benzene it gave m.p 
179-80^( Jones and Hurd -'give m.p 172°). It is readily soluble in 
alcohol, acetone and ethylacetate as v;ell as hot benzene but does not 
dissolve in ligroin. 
Colour Reaction v/ith Ferric chloride: 
liiphenylacethydroxamic acid prepared as above, gave, in al-
coholic solution, a deej) cherry-red colour with about tvro drops of 
a 105 solution of ferric chloride. The colour discharged on the addi-
tion of a slight excess of pure hydrochloric or sulphuric acid and 
partly reappeared on subsequent addition of alkali. 
Anal: 'ubs: 0.1235g H^ 6.Sees (75Qmm,22°). 
Pound:! 6.31%. 
C^^H^^O^N (227.25) Requires:! 6,16%. 
(b) K-BsBzoyl-diphenylacethydroxaiaic acid; 
To 2.2g of the hydroxamic acid prepared as above (crude 
product) was added a small timount ( alittle excess) of 5% caustic 
potash solution and then a slightly nore than an equivalent amount 
of benzoyl chloride. The mixture was shaken vigorously. Suspended 
solid matter was maintained in finely divided form by constant agi-
tation to effect complete benzoylation. Vihen the reaction was comi>lete 
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a slight amoiint of caustic potash solution was added to ju^t dissolve 
a small aiaomit of 'ben-.oic acid m^ hich floated near the surface. The 
product v;as then collected, v/ashed with water and dried,yield 2.0g 
(62?:- theory). On crystallisation from alcohol it (save m.p 140-41 , 
It did not give the usual colour reaction with ferric chloride solu-
tion, 
(c) Rearranf^ement of the rjenzoyl-derivative: 
The bensoyl derivative (1.6g, crude product) in a finely 
divided form, v/as added slowly to a gently billing solution of 12.6g 
of caustic potash in about 3i>ccs of v^ ater in a 500cc flask fitted 
with an air condenser. A vigorous reaction took place, accompanied 
by a change of the substance to a v/hite caked laass which floated upon 
the surface. The solution was refluxed for about forty minutes, dilu-
ted soraev/hat, cooled and filtered. The filtrate was set aside. The 
residue ?/as then stirred with a little li^drochloric acid and the fil-
trate, after being made alkaline, was added to the previous filtrate. 
1'he residual so .id was washed U'ell vvith water and dried at 100^. The 
product (yield 0,56/ (52'£theory), u^ hen x crystallised from alcohol, 
gave m.p 272-73° which v/as not depressed on admixtiD?e vdtli any of the 
previously obtained sainplef> of XS-B'-dibenzhydrylurea. Further confiim-
ation was obtained through y coiffparisoii of the infra-red spectra. 
Analt CDrs.Veiler and : trauss,uxford); 
Subs: p.59'^ a^s CO,-, 10,900ag E.,0 'i,970mg. 
Calcualted for C2,^2H-^^^2^^^^'^^' ^ 32.65%, H 6.12% 
Found: C 83.0%, H 6.09%. 
The combined f i l t r a t e was ex t rac ted by iiieaiis of e ther 
and in the e the rea l s o l u t i o n , dr ied over cjuihydrous sodiuia su lphate , 
was pgiBKed, a s t r e a a of dry gaseous hydrogen c h l o r i d e . A white crys-
t a l l i n e product separated cielt ing a t 238-90°(dec.) vhich xas found 
to be ;enshydrylaEiine-hyarochla«i7ide,(yield 0.2g, ca 20%). 
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(D) HQgMMK BmC!gIOB v^ITH BB-DIPH£JJYLPRQPIQHAMIDE; 
liofiaann reaction v/ith BB-diphenylpropionamide was carried 
out with an alkaline aqueous solution of potassium hypooromite. 
EXPERIMEivg 
• ell powdered aaide (2,25g; 0.01 mole) vias added in small 
portions to a mechanically f^ tirred cold so lution of potassium hypo-
bromite [prepared from 0,6cc (0,012r!iole) of bromine and a solution of 
3,92g (0,07ifiole) of caustic potgcash in about -^0 ccs of water. The 
soiution vjas allov/ed to stir for 5 hours till it became clear. The 
soiution v;as then filtered to remove a small amount of Buspauaded 
matter and the filtrate v/as heated on the vater bath at 60-90° with 
stirring for 18-20 minutes. A dirty yellow oil separated which sett-
led to the bottom on cooling. The aiaine wac extracted ,y laeans of 
ether and converted to hydrochloride by pa. sing a stream of dry gas-
eous hydrogen cliloride to the dried ethereal solution( sodipi sulphate 
The ajiiine hydrochloride so for-med, was filtered off, dried and weigh-
ed ( yield 1.6g , 69-70:''). It ivas purified by dissolving in absolute 
alcohol and reprecipitating by means of ether. . hen so purified, 
it gave ra.p 262-63°(dec)(Freund Imnierwahr \;ive 255°). 
The BB-diphenyl~ethylaiaine obtained above v/as confirmed for 
its identity by preparinc the following additional derivativesj-
C1) HYDROBROigP-S: 
It was obtained by adding conc.hydrobroiaic acid to a 
solution of the amine in ether. It melted at 205-207°(.dec.). 
(2) BmZOIL DEKIYATIVEi 
It was prepared by Gchyutten-Baumann Reaction. Vhen crys-
tallised from alcohol it gave m.p 144-45°. 
(5) i^ ICRATE: 
I t v/as prepared by mixing the hot s o ' u t i o n s of the guaine 
and p i r i c acid in benzene, hen c r y s t a l l i s e d frora uen. ene, i t gave 
m.p 211-12°(dec . ) . 
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(E) HQgjyiMK REACflQH WITH BMZILIC ACID AMIDEt 
(a) I'REPARATIQH Qg BEHZILIC ACID AAIIDEi 
1,(S€tlTir and Wadkarny^ ) : -
Dry Benailic acid (5s) was treated with 25s of phospho-
rous pentachoride in a mortar. After the initial vigorous reaction 
was over, the resulting liquid was transfered to a beaker contain-
ing 30g of solid ammonium carbonate with continuous stirring by means 
of a glass rod. The residual phosphorous-pentachloride was washed 
twice with small quantities of benzene and the washings added to the 
beaker containing ammonium carbonate. After some time, the contents 
of the beaJcer were transfered to a conical flask and after adding 
some concentrated ammonia, the falsk was warmed on the steam bath for 
sometime. The residual solid was filtered off after cooling. The re-
sulting product was rather sticky;when crystallised from benziene, it 
melted at 150-51,5^, and the yield .as about 1,5s (pO%)» 
2. Diphenylchloroacet.yl-chloridet 
This compound was prepared following the method of 
Bickel-^  but the pure chloroacid chliride was obtained tlxrough the 
method recommended by Staudinger-^ * By this procedure, 2}j g of ben-
zilic acid gave 22-23g (8C>A- ^ field) of diphenylchloroacetyl chloride, 
(B.P 179-80 V l 4mm). 
3« Conversion of above to Benailic-acid-amide; 
(i) with ammonium carbonate! 
Crude diphenlchloroacetyl-chloride (5s) a^ d^ solid 
ammonium carbonate (50s) were rubbed together in a mortar for about 
two hours. The rsulting product was transfered to a conical flask 
and after adding some concentrated aqueous amraonia, it v as heated 
for a short v.hlle on the steam bath. The rsulting solid way filtered 
off on cooling and ivashed v,ith water. The product, was finally boiled 
with water for some time to complete the hydrolysis of the -chlo-
rine atom. The product so obtained, on drying weighed '1.7s (40%,the-
ory) ai>d Rave m.p 148-50° . 
On two crystallisation from beniiene, the amide melted 
at 155-5^°. 
Eepeatition of the above experiment vvitli 5g of pure diphen-
ylchloroacetyl-chloride gave S.lg (50%) of the andde vMch v^ hen crys-
tallised from beniiene melted at 153-54, 
(ii) With amiaonias 
Crude dipheiiylchloroacetyl-chloride C5s) ^ vas dissolved 
in dry ether aiid a stream of dry amiuonia v/as pasied v;hile cooling 
the reaction flsak xvith ice. rhe solid so formed v^as filtered off, 
and after wachinc, it wat: boiled with ome water for a short while. 
'::ubse';iieiit filtration, washing; and dryinfj; gave 1.9G (45^ - theory) of 
the amide which gave la.p 155-;34^after crystallisation froE benzene. 
The above experiment was repeated with pure dlphenyl-
chloroas'btyl-chloride (56) which gave 3«'1g of the aiaide (75/^  theory), 
m.p 149-51*^. On crystalliBation from benaene, 2,6g of piire amide 
o 
was obtained ,m,p 153-54 • 
Anal: Cubs: 0.13506, K^ V.6cc (753mm/27^), 
Found K 6.35/-. 
Calculated for C^ I^^ O^^ Il (227.3): 6,16%. 
4. Hethyl Ester of Benzilic ^cid: 
(i) Froia Silver salt of the acid: 
Benzilic acid (5s) was converted to sliver salt by diss-
olving in dilute arfliaonia and adding a calculated quantity of silver 
Kitratc so .'ution in water. The precipitated silver salt was filtered, 
washed v/ith alcohol, ether and at the end vdth heirzene and finally 
dried at 60-70°for abput b houi's. To the well dried salt suspended 
in dry ether, was added, with cooling, about^ 5s (a little more than 
one and half equivalent) of methyl iodide. The reaction ki mixture 
was then heated on the v;ater bath for abo. t tvio hours. Cn cooling 
the ester v/as extracted by means of ether and the ethereal solution 
was dried over anhydrous sodixiia sulphate. On distilling off the ether 
about 5(2 of the crude ester was obtained ?vhich wlien crystallised from 
benzene melted at 73-74°. 
(ii) t'roffl acid and Pia£.:oaethane; 
An ethereal solution of diatomethane containing 2.5-2.8g 
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(ca 0.06i!iole) prepared from 10g of Kitorosoiaeth;^! urea, was added 
to an ethereal solution of 4-.4g ( 0.02 mole) of benailic acid and 
the reaction flask was left at 0° for about twenty hours when the 
colour of the solution which was dark yellow in the beginning, had 
become pale yellow. The reaction mixture, on working up in the usual 
way, gave about 4,5g of a colourless crystalline mass which after one 
crystallisation gave m.p 68-70 but on recrystallisation from ben-
zene it melted at 72-73 . It seems possible that the alcoholic hydro-
xyl group in this case may also have undergone laethylation to a slight 
extent giving a small amount of -laethoxy-methyl ester due to whij^ h 
the product is not completely pui'ified on only one cryfetallisation. 
ISO unchanged Ism benzilic acid could be found in the reaction product. 
5..Ethyl Ester of Benzilic acid; 
Benzilic acid (i;g) and absolute ethanol (lOuccs) v/ere 
boiled under reflux v.ith 5ccs of concentrated sulphuric acid for 
about three hours. After distilling off the excess of alcohol, the 
residue v,as neutrali£>ed by adding finely powdered potassium carbonate 
and then diluted xvith ether. The ethereal solution was filtered, wash-
ed and then dried over sodium sulphate, and then distilled under red-
uced presaure after recovering the ether, iiy this method, about 4.1g 
of the ester (74v5 theory), B.P 19S-200°/20mm (Curtius^^, 138-90$l^mrn) 
was obtained. 
6, Conversion of Ester to Amide; 
(i) lure methyl ester (5g) was treated vith about 60-70ccs 
of concentrated aqueous anmonia in a 250cc Erlemmeyer flask closed 
by means of a rubtier cork. The mixture was initially agitated conti-
nuously for about an hour, occasionally openning the falsk carefully, 
and then left for about twenty hours at room temperature with fre-
quent shaking. It was noted that the amount of s&lid in the reaction 
flask decreased initially showing signs of dissolution but after some-
time the amide started separating as a fine precipitate, lifter about 
twenty hours, the amide was filtered off, washed with v;ater and then 
dried ;,yield 1.8$g (40%), ,hen crystallised from benzene, the amide 
melts at 154-55°. 
(ii) The above experiment was repeated with the modification 
that the reaction mlxtui-e contained about 0,7~0.8g of solid asnmonium 
chloride. The yield of the amide as nov<; found to be 2.8g( 61%) from 
5g of the acid. 
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(iii) Methyl ester of benailic acid (3g) was heated wdth about 
15OCCS of absolute alcohol saturated with ammonia in a sealed tube 
for about 12 hoiirs at 140-50°. The end product on being worked up 
was found to l-e unchanged e£;ter. 
(iv) Ethyl ester (56) vhen treated with 60-70ccs of concentra-
ted aqueouc aiaaionia as outlined in (i) above, gave only 1.p2g of the 
amide (yield 30?')» 
(b) HQij'M.Aj.vH RMCTIoa; 
Bromine ( 0,6cc ; 0«012mole ) was added to a solution of 
p.JGg (0,06 mole ) of i:)0tassium hydroxiddi dissolved in about 40-5Qcc 
of water, at 0°, To this solution, was added , well pov/dered benzilic 
acid amide ( 2.27g ; 0,01 mole ) in small portions over a period of 
thirty to forty minutes, stirring the reaction raixture mechanically. 
The stirring was continued for about two houi's. Soon after the addi-
tion of the amide had finished, a so fid in granular forui started se-
parating from the reaction mixture. The solution at' the end of tv/o 
hours, was v.armed on the water bath for so/netime and then cooled. 
Filtration, washing and drying gave about 1.56 o^ SL crude so i-id 
which on crystallisation from dilute alcohol (chilling v/ith ice), 
gave m.p 47-48° which was not depressed on adsni.xture with authentic 
sample of benxophenone. 
The identity of benzox^henone as obtained from the ti of maim 
Reaction above, v;as further conliraed by preparing its semicarbazone 
by heatinc -ith semicarbazide hydrochloride and fuihydrous sodium 
acetate in alcohol; it gave m.p 165-66^on crystallisation from al-
cohol , 
D I S C U S S I O N 
of the 
RESULTS 
(Par t I ) 
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DISCOSSIQN (Part I) 
(A) RBACTIQHS BETWEEN ACIDS AMD UiiEAt 
A synopsis of the v.ork done "by Gherbuliez and Landolt on 
amide formation from acids and iirea appears on pages 2-4- in the 
'Theoretical Part* of this work, followed by a description of the 
earlier work accomplished on*reactions between acids and urea* not 
resulting in amide formation (pages 4-7)• Further, the considerations 
arising from a study of the nature of the products,other than amides, 
formed from acids, particularly the bifunctional ones, are summed up 
on page 8. These considerations specially bring out a few diverse 
possibilities open in a reaction between an acid and urea in general, 
A short discussion on the possible courses of reaction bet-
ween acids and urea, in view of exanii)les, both of fonaation and non-
formation of amides is i already submitted on pages 17-19. Avoiding 
undue repeatition, a few lines are submitted from that discussion, 
in order to introduce and discuss alternative mechanism or inechanisma 
of amide formation from acids and urea. 
There are two important aspects of the study of '.unide for-
mation from acids and urea', the first being its potentialities -
the types of acids that it is likely to cover, and the second is the 
actual mechanism through which an acid is converted to its amide by 
interaction '«\lth a urea at fairly elevated temperatures. 
Gherbuliez and Landolt have put forward the reaction between 
an acid and urea, being a straightforward lAcidolysis', as a general 
nethod for the preparation of amides. They have allov/ed no limitations 
v.hile it is true, as evident from Table I on page 42, that the acids 
having no additional functional group or gjroups, may be smoothly con-
verted to the respective amides, one also sees from a study of seve-
ral eiiamples (pages 4--7) of non-formation of amides, that the presence 
of an additional function in the acid hinders the formation of amides 
4 
or at most permits it to a very small extent ( Gherbuliez ;c Landolt , 
obtained only 10;S and 18v5 yields of Chloroacetamide and trichloroacet-
amide respectively), 
"while on the one hand it seems clear, in view of the examples 
of non-formation of aiaides, that the representation of the formation 
of amide from acids and urea, by Gherbuliez i. Landolt, as a straight-
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-fo3?ward double decomposition reaction , is questionable, on the othei 
hand one may also say that the instances cited as cases of non-forma-
tion of amides consequent on the presence of an additional function 
in the acid, are thote in which the yields of the products, other 
than amides, were found to he generally low and that amide formation 
may have possibly taken place in those cases as well, though to a 
small extent. It mec^ be so, but the conversion of the caruoxyl group 
to the aittido group is certainly not the dominating course of these 
reactions, i'he question, therefore, naturally arises as to whtether 
the presence of another fxmction has altogether changed the course 
of reaction ab-initio or the general mode of reaction between an 
acid and urea is other than that suggested by Cherbuliez & Landolt . 
Mechanismt v^ile replacing the scheme of amide formation form acid 
and urea according to the following equation (Gherbuliez tii Landolt), 
one has- to keep in consideration the fact that all the carbon-dioxide 
evolved in such a reaction comes from urea and not from the decarbo-
xylation of the acid: 
R.COOfI + HgK.CO.NH^ =r R.CO.HHg + H^H.COOH ( M-+ CO^ ) . 
The same has been amply proved by the results of the 
experiments carried out by Arnstein ^ c Bentley -^ v/ith acids containg-
ing isotopically labelled G atoms in the carboxyl group. 
An important factor which escaped consideration of Cherbu-
liea & Landolt, in their postulation of a scheme for amide fromation 
-was the reactions which urea itself undergoes on heating. If heated 
slowly to 150-60°! ammonia is eliminated and biuret (m,p 193°) is 
formed: 
HgK.CO.MH HgN-CO.M^ = II2H.CO.ra-CO.M2 (Biuret) + M.^ . 
If the heating is more rapid and is taken to a somewhat 
higher temperature, the chief product is cyanic acid, v;hich hov/ever 
polymerises to the trimolecular 'Cyanuric acid'. 
C0-(KH2)2 = M , + BCOH (Cyanic acid), 
5HC0H = (WCOH), (Cyanuric acid). 
Since the experimental conditions for amide formation from 
acids and urea involve a temperature of above 200*J only the latter 
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alternative would be considered* 
Any knowledge of the reaction between ammonia on the one hand 
and cyanic acid (or iso-cyanic acid) on the other, with a carboxyMc 
acid v^'oiild throw some light on the possible mechanism in viww. 
As to the reaction of aittraonia(gaseous) on acids, one has to 
recapitulate a convenient method , developed about two decades ago, 
by Mitchell and Reid', for the preparation of amides, consisting in 
passing aramonia into the acid at 160-190°, the v/al^ er formed being con-
tinuously removed. 
It therefore appears probable that each molecule of aramonia giver 
out at high temperature from a molecule of urea, converts a molecule 
of the acid into its amide according to the aforementioned method. In 
that case however, only cyanic acid polymerising to cyanuric acid, 
should be the by-product of the reaction, while in the method under 
discussion, it is ammonia and carbondioxide (latter coming from urea) 
that constitute the by-products of the reaction. A.lthougli cynuric 
acid has been actually noted to have formed in some cases in this 
work, its yield does not allow the acceptance of a scheme according 
to the following equations:-
C^0.(NH2)2 = i'^H^  + NC^OH (a) 
KCOOH + M ^ = RCOMo + H^O (b) 
If however, it is assumed that the water eliminated in equation 
(b) above, spontaneously reacts with cyanic acid decomposing it into 
carbondioxide and amjaonia iimnediately, the scheme may be acceptable, 
H-K=:G^ =0 + H.OH = H^K-C^O.OH ( ffl, + G^O^) ..(c). 
Of greater interest and significance is the consideration of 
the formation of amide by the interaction of cynic acid (reacting 
in iso-form) v^ lth the carboxylic acid. 
It is well known that cyanic acid reacts in two tautomeric form-
s, each of v/hich exi)lains different reactions of cyanic acid. The 
Rajaan Spectra however, agrees with the iso-form, ffifcCsO, which also 
accounts for the addition of HF and HBr to give carbamyl halides of 
the foriaula i^^*^^»'^» 
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What seems more probable is that the carboxylic acid, forms, 
in the first instance, an addition product with isocyanic acid, of 
the formula HoN-CO.O.GO.B, v/hich later decomposses, to yield the amide 
and carbondioxide, so that the carbon atom of isocyanic acid goes off 
as carbondioxide. It may be represented by the follovdng schematic 
equationst-
(1^2)2""^^ ^ ^ 3 "*• ^^^^^ ^ ~ H-.N=C=:0 ) ......(d) 
H-.Kr=G s^:0 + RCOOH ( RCOO~+ H"^ ) ^ H-K(H)-C^:=0 ( e ) 
CO 
E 
Xr 
_^  RCOMg + C"^ 02 . . . . ( f ) 
Although direct support in favour of the above mechanism 
is lacking is as much as no experiments were performed on the reac-
tions between isocyanic acid tmd the carboxylic acid, it may be noted 
that the formation of cyanuric acid in certain experiments ( dix)henyl-
acetic, butyric and isovaleric acids) specially in a very small yield 
can be explained either on the basis of the decomposition of urea into 
ammonia and cyanic acid only to a very small degree (\\iiich does not 
seem plausible at high temperature employed for these reactions) or 
else by the assumption that all the urea involved in the reaction , 
is decomposed totally into ammonia and cyanic acid and although most 
of the latter ( in iso-form) is used up in reacting v;ith the carboxy-
lic acid, a small portion does polymerise to cyanuric acid. This fact 
receives support to a certain degree from the observation that compar-
atively lower yields of the amides were obtained in those cases where 
cyanuric acid had formed as a by-product. To take a case as an ins-
tance, ?;hile phenylacetic acid is converted to its amide in 91;' yield 
(no cyanuric acid formation), diphenylacetic acid gives the amide in 
only 77% yield (cyanuric acid v/as formed). Further it has been noted 
that the amount of the cyanuric acid formed is more when the rate of 
heating is rather rapid. 
An indirect support for the proposed mechanism comes forth 
from the results of the exi:)eriments on the behaviour of phenylisocya-
80 
nate towards carboxylic acids carried out by Dieckmami , ?/ho showed 
80. Ber. i2i3052 (1906). 
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that the pvimarj product of the reaction between pherQrlisocyanate 
and acids is an addition compound R.CO.O.CO.HH.C^H^, which decompos-
es slowly at ordinary temperatiire but quickly by warming at 100 with 
the formation of diphenylurea and the corresponding acid anhydride 
according to the following equytions: 
R.COOH + 00=11.CgH^ _^ V H.OO.O.CO.Mi.CgH^ (g) 
2R,C0.0.C0.ra.CgHc V (R.00)20 + (CgH^.M-)2C0 + CO^ ..(h) 
He found however, that at higher temperature, say at 160 , 
Benzoic acid for instance, ciave the anilide and COg as below: 
R.OO.O.CO.KK.CgH^ y R.CO.M.C^H^ + CO2 ...(i) 
Although according to the work of Haller , by the interaction 
of phenyl!socyante Kk and acids, at temperatures below 100 , acid 
anhydride and diphenylurea are formed and at hi(=5her temperatures, 
80 
anilides are obtained, Dieckiaann's observations definitely indica-
ted that there is a direct conversion of the acid to its anilide, 
even at ordinary temperatures, in some cases. Through experiments 
on the reaction of phenylisocyanate and phenyl-acetic acid as well 
acetic acid, he has conclusively proved that the formation of ani-
lides in there a cases,is not owing to the interaction of acid anhyd-
ride and diphenyl urea ( which may be supposed to be first formed 
as per equation (h) )but a direct conversion is B involved (eqn.(i) ) 
since he observed that acetic anhydride and dipheiiyl-urea did not 
react at all at ordinary temperature and only very slowly at 100°. 
So that the formation of anilide along \vith carbondioxide from 
phenylisocyanate and a carboxylic acid is a fact substantiated by 
experimental obi:ervations. It is clear therefore that an addition 
compound from isocyanic acid and carboxylic acid, of the general 
formula HoK-CO.O.CO.R may as well be formed is a reaction between 
an acid and urea at fairly high temperatures, with subsequent elimi-
nation of CO2 ( cotaining C atom of isocyanic acid ,i.e irrea) and 
formation of the amide. 
The ne3ct question to be considered is the formation of substitu 
ted isocynaic acid or isocyanates from the decomposition of suustiti 
ted ureas at high temperatures, analogous to the formation of cyanic 
acid and ammonia from the parent compound. Recent work of tiaunders L 
81. Coapt.rend. 114 >1326 ; 120,1326 ; 121.189. 
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8? 
Hardy on the thermal dissociation of substituted ureas into the co-
rresponding amine and the isocyanate (57-71% yield) is notable in this 
connection. 
Formation of Anilides from Piphenyl Urea and Acids: 
In view of the proposed mechanism of amide formation from 
acid and urea, one would explain the foriaation of anilides from s-di-
20 phenylurea and the acids (incori)orated in this work) on the basis of 
initial decomposition of s-diphenyl-urea into phenylisocyanate and 
aniline, the !<»**>««' subsequently giving the anlide v-lth the acid. The 
simultaneous reaction between aniline and the acid to give anilide 
may also be considered but in viev/ of the fact that the presence of 
aniline was noted in the final product, it is obviously more plausible 
to accept the former possibility of the reaction between the acid and 
phenylisocyanate sx'^cially in viev/ of the work of Dieckinann . 
CgH^-WI.CO.MH-CgH^ ^ CgH^-N=C=0 + CgH^-Mg (j) 
CA-H=C^=0 + R.COOH . CgHc-M.C^O.O.CO.R (k) 
V CgH^-SH.CO.R (anilide) -»- C^02...(l). 
It vdll be noted later that the formation of the corres-
ponding amine and the isocyanate by the decomposition of 11-11'-dibenz-
hydryl urea ( Reaction between Benidlic acid and urea) has to be assu-
med in order to explain the formation of the ichiff's base viz.N-Benz-
hydryl-benKophenoneimine. 
4 
It may be recalled that Cherbuliek, --c Landolt have obtain-
ed, nicotinamide and acetamide, both in GOff. yield from the reaction 
between the corresponding acid and biuret in place of urea, employing 
only one molecule of biuret per molecule of the acid. 'Dhe mode of for-
mation of amide in this case, as propsed hj them, is i already mention-
ed on page 3 of this v.'ork. In view of the proposed mechanism of a'oide 
formation, however, it is suggested that the reaction between biuret 
and acid takes the following course;-
H^K.CQ.HH.CQ.MH,-, x 21iKC0 -*• MU (m) 
2RC00H + 2OTC0 y aRCOra ,^ + 200^ - (n) 
82, J,Am,Chem.I^oc.,2^,2101 (1953). 
Similarly transfoiiaation of phthaluric acid into phtlialiraide 
may take |>lace as follows:-
^COOH "> 
• ^ 
"^ 
it < 
R 
- ^ '' 
COUH 
COM., 
C-
co.o.c^o, 
COKIl, 
c 
GO 
MI 
CO 
,1111, 
r. 
4 G^Oo (q ) 
4- M;. . . . . . . ( r ) 
Foisiation of i)-sub6tiiuted succiniraides from succinic oiiliyd-
ride and a monosubstituted urea as described on pagec 53~i^» i s a 
?0 
nev; method . hat ie most striking in theoe reactions is that one 
gets i':-eubstitiited-succiniittides and not succiniaide itself from a 
reaction beti'/een tlie anliydride and monooubstituted urea. 
It is suf;rrestively subraitted that :.he net course of reaction 
in these casen io Bti follows:-
CHo- CO^ ^ ., .,,. ,„ ,,,, ^ Gil,..- CO -liim 
(M^ CO "^  CiL,- CO -KH^ 
CH ,- CO V CH - CO 
"7 1 ^  >I^ -R + KHy.Ct) GH..-GO 
'rhu8, the first st©.p is tlie forniation of a diaaide of 
succinic acid , aubstituted at one of the « atoaO| by tlw same 
crouj) which substituted previously tlie urea aolec^ile. It should be 
noted tliat the formation of this compound as an intermediat©, must 
be assumed othen^fise one itould not cet tlie ii-substituted succiniiuide 
UG the firial product rdong with Dmaonia and carbondioxide ae by-r^ro-
ducts, 
It is obviously nut po; tible to explain the formation of 
this diamide on th.e bai'.is of the oeachanisi'i propoi^ed by Cherbuliez 
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Recalling the i^ ell kxiovm reaction between <3JiIiydi*ides of dibasic 
acids vith the carboxyl groups attached to adjacent carbon atoms 
( e.g succinic, maleic and Jihthalic acids) and ammonia or amines^* 
according to the following equations, it becomes clear that in the 
reactions under discussion, a monosubstituted urea, say phenylurea, 
in the first instance decomposes into aniline and cyanic acid, the 
former reacting with succinic anhydride to give the anilic acid as 
follows:-
'>C - CO )c - GOOH 
I ^0 + R,m^ V 1 
^ C - GO '^ 7 ^G - CO-MR ......(u) 
(anilic acid) 
Keat . ">? ~ ^ ? 
^ }m + %o ,.(v) 
>c - CO 2 
Kow since amaonia is eliminated in the reactions under dis-
cussion, equation (v) is of no importance. It must be assumed on 
the other hand that the fx-ee cai'obxyl group of anilic acid formed 
as above, is further converted to the iunido L-;roup. It is here that 
the mechanisiii proposed herein for amide formation from acids and 
urea, receives a strong support for there is nothing else in the 
system now except cyaaic acid v^ hich ( in iso form) would convert the 
carboxj-'l grouj) into the amido group,g^Ting the diamide, substituted 
at one of the U atoms, which finally L:.rough the elimination of the 
elements of ammonia, is converted to f^-substituted-succinimide (eqn.Ct^  
• 
A question that still remains to be ansvi'ered in this connec-
tion is the basis on which the decomposition of a monosubstituted 
ureas, say phenyl-urea is presumed to occur according to equation 
(x) below jmd equation (y) :-
Ph-M.CO.IJHg V -^^-^2 •*• ™ ^ ° ^^ ^ 
Ph-JMH.GO.Mg ^ Ph.KCO + KH^ (y) 
The answer i s foiind from a cons idera t ion of the formation 
of fjitrosoallcyl ureas from n i t r o u s acid and monosubstituted iirea. 
The fac t t ha t an excess of n i t r o u s acid has no ef fec t v/hatsoever,on 
85. Anschut2.,Ber.20,3214 (188?)^ 21,88(1888); Ann.252,137(1890). 
84. Auwers. Ann.285.225(1893). 
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the yield of the resulting nitrosoalkyl iirea and that the nitro»o~ 
alkyl-urea itself is unreactive towards nitrous acid, led A.V«ern^85 
to postulate the following formula for the monosubstituted ureas, 
R.M-CO-M. 
•> 
R.KH - G = ra 
OH 
The corresponding nitrosoalkyl-urea would he 
R.N (MO) - C = M 
OH , from whic 
the unreactivity of the nitrosoalkyl urea further towards nitrou, 
acid is self e3q)lainatory. If otherwise a monosubstituted urea it 
fornnilated on the basis of the diaiaide structure of urea, one can 
explain tliis instability, for then the free -C0,KH2 group should 1 
easily decpoia5)Osed by raeans of nitrous acid. 
The above formulation is analogous to the following for-
mula for urea v/hich specially explains the decomposition of urea 
into cyanic acid and anmionia. 
OH 
^ 
\ 
Co 
1 
A. n,r f G =H-iI ( m-.+MCO ) 
0-. "^  
85. J.Cheia.Soc. 11^,1093 (1919). 
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(C) REACTION BBTmm BEMZILIQ ACID AlvD UREA; 
The reaction between benzilic acid and urea provides 
an example of non-formation of amide consequent on many factors. It 
represents an instance v/here one can easily see and appreciate the 
effect of elevated temperatures on such an ostensibly simple reac-
tion as one between an acid and urea. 
The most significant thing to be noted in tliis reaction 
is that the final product consists of at-least four compounds belong-
ing to entirely different chemical species- a hydrocarbon, a symmet-
rically disubstituted urea , a substituted hydantoin and a Schiff's 
base. 
While presenting an exi)lanation for the formation of 
each of these four compounds, one has to keep into consideration 
the fact that this reaction has to be viewed from a slightly diffe-
rent persT)ective owing to the presence of two phenyl grouj)S (elec-
tron accepting in nature) and a hydroxyl group attached to the carb-
oxyl bearing carbon atom. 
The straightforward reaction mechanism of the acidolysis 
of urea as postulated by Cherbuliez and Landolt is obviously ruled 
out in this case becuase no traces, whatsoever, of benzilic acid 
amide could be found in the reaction product, 
iilTiat is more striking in case of a reaction between an 
acid and urea carried out at elevated temperatures, is that no de-
carboxylation of the acid was considered. A couple of years ago, 
Arnsteiin and Bentley -^ had shown , by using acids containing isotopi-
cally labelled carbon atoms in the carboxyl erouj), that all the car-
bondioxide evolved in aiaide formation from an acid and urea, comes 
from the latter and that no decaaboxylation of the acid is therefore 
involved in these reactions, 
(a) Formation of s-disubstituted urea: That it is not always the 
case , is shown by the formation of M-N'-dibenahydryl-urea in the 
reaction between benzilic acid and urea, wMch may be represented 
by the following equyi;ion: 
2pii,-C(0H)-C00H + H2N.C0,NH2 = lii^- C(H)-MI.C0.NH-C(H)-Ph2+2C02+2Hp 
^ (i) 
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It may be remarked that it also represents a unique example 
of the formation of a syia-disubstituted urea from an acid and urea. 
In view of the lack of a parallel example of this type of condensa-
tion between the amido group of urea and the alcoholic hydroxyl gr-
oup, it seems plausibl® to suggest that it is owing to the influence 
of the two phenyl groups attached to the hydroxyl bearing carbon 
atom. 
(b) Formation of substituted hydantoint A second example of a simi-
lar type of condensation is afforded by the formation of 5:5-diphen-
ylhydantoin. One point of difference in this case is that in place 
of decarboxylation, one comes accross an instance of a condensation 
between the carboxyl group of the acid and the amido g^ o^^ P of iirea 
with the eventual formation of a 5-membered ring. Formation of 5:5-
diphenylhydantoin in this case, thus provides an example of the non-
formation of amide from acid and urea consequent on the facile for-
mation of a 5-aieni.bered rings 
Ph2-C(0H)-C00H •i-inU^)^-GO = Ph^- C CO + 2H2O ....(ii) 
mi HH 
CO 
Thus the two main products formed in this reaction, one 
being a symmetrically disubstituted urea and the other a substituted 
hydantoin, bring out an important point to be considered as to the 
possible course or courses of reaction betVifeen an acid and urea in 
general. 
While on the hand , the formation of 5J5-diphen;ylhydan-
toin shows that a condensation betxveen the carboxyl group of the 
acid and the amido group of urea with the elimination of the elements 
of water is a possible initial course of reaction between an acid 
and urea, on the other hand, formation of K-JN'-dibenahydryl urea 
indicates that a similar condensation involving the -hydroxyl 
group of the acid may also take place. As mentioned earlier however, 
the latter type of condensation should be dismissed as an abnormal 
case owing to the influence of the asseiiblage of two electronegative 
groups viz- phenyl groups, and not brought forth as one representing 
a general course. 
TBO 
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An important question that crops ia now in connection with the 
proposed mechanism for amide formation from acid and urea, on the 
basis of the decomposition of urea into cyanic acid and amaonia, 
is to explain the condensation of the carb03cyl group and the amido 
group of urea to form - CO - M - linkage. 
It is of sif^nificance to recall the exami^ les of non-formation 
of amide summed up on pages 4-7 where it can be seen that in all 
examples, uniformly, this type of condensation is dominant. It seems 
as if the very first step in a reaction between an acid and "urea, is 
tliis condensation, 'i'he compound so formed viz. a ureide, may either 
through some mechanism decompose to give the aiaide er else give 
rise to a ring compound consequent on further condensation with an 
additional functional group of the acid, as illustrated by examples 
on pages 4-7. 
The problem now resolves itself into one of postulating a 
mechanism of the decomposition of the ureide R.CO-M.CO.IHo* **^  
give amide, ammonia and carbondioxide, latter coming from the urea 
molecule. The follov/lnc; course is hereby suggested:-
R-CODH + H2N.CO.IIH2 _ _ ™ _ R-C0.Mi,C0.M2 + H2O (iii) 
R-CO.HH.CO.HHg _ „ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ R-CO.M2 + NCOH (iv) 
H-K=C=0 + H.OH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H2H-COOH (NH,+C02) (v) 
It should be noted that all these reactions take place 
instantaneously, one after the other. 
The newly proposed mechanism explains simultaneously cases 
both of the formation and non-formation of amide from acid and urea 
A clear support in favour of the possibility of the forma-
tion of a ureide is not only afforded by several examples of non-
formation of amide mentioned previously but also from the fact that 
such a condensation does take place at high temperatures between an 
acid and caseous amiaonia to give amides ( Mitchell and Reid )• 
(c) Formation of Schiff's bases 
In order to suggest a plausible explanation for the forma-
tion of M-Ben2;hydryl-ben?.ophenone-imlne, in the reaction between 
benzilic acid and urea, one has, in the first instance, look for 
the source of benzhydrylaraine tmd benzophenone in this reaction. 
For the i)reGence of the latter, in the reaction fixture, one has 
to recapitulate the work done about half a century ago on the action 
of heat on benailic acid^^»^'^»^^, 
A full description of the products formed by the action 
Qf" on oQ 
of heat on benzilic acid as studied by these authors » '• is 
beyond the scope of the present discussion. It would suffice to re-
mark that in each of these works, definite evidence has been advanc-
ed for the foimation of benzophenone vAen benzilic acid is heated 
at or above 180 , Klinger and Standke ^ have postulated the forma-
tion of benzophenone according to equation (vi)j 
Ph2-C(0H)-C00H Heat Ph-CO-Ph + CO + HgO ....(vi) 
But Ilef has shoira. in many e3q>eriments, that although benzophenone 
is definitely formed by heatin[? benailic acid at 180-200°, no carbon 
mono-oxide is evolvedj carbondioxide is given out instead . Forma-
tion of an additional resinuous product v;as noticed by both puthors. 
The next question that arises M in this connection is the 
origin of Benahydrylamine in this reaction. One can only say that 
the latter is formed by the thermal decomposition of H-li'-dibenz-
hydrylurea according to equation (vii), which is analogous to the 
formation of ammonia and cyanic acid v&en urea is heated: 
Pho-C(H) .m.CQ.Mi-C(H)-Ph^-~ - Ph^.CdD.KCO + Ph2.C(H).lI^ 
(vij 
The above explanation receives support from the recent 
82 
work of Saunders and Hardy on the thermal decomposition of substi-
tuted ureas into the corresponding amine and the H S isocyanate, as 
already laentioned on pa£;e ?2. They found that the vapouiusation of 
sym-disubstituted ureas followed by cooling in the presence of hyd-
rogen chloride gave isocyanates in 57-71% yield alorig with nearly 
quantitative yields of the corresponding amine salts. 
Benshydrylamine and benzophenone thus formed, would natu-
rally condense according to equation (viii) to yield benzhydryl-benz-
ophenone-imine: 
86, Jena., Jinn. 135 .B3(18?0). 
87, Klinger and Standke.,Ber.22 .1213 (1889). 
88, Hef., Ann.2^,241 (1897). 
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Ph2-C=r0 + H2N-C(H)-Ph2 = Pli2-C=N-C(H)-.Ph2 + H2O (viii) 
That N-S'-dibenzhydiylurea is the only source of benzhyd-
rylamine is borne out definitely, by the fact that several experi-
ments performed on reaction between benzilic acid and urea indica-
ted that the comi)ound fi-benzhydryl-benzophenone-imine is formed at 
the exi>ense of I'l-N'-dibenzhydrylurea. The table II (page 44) shows 
the variation of the yields of these tv/o products depending on the 
maximuni temperature employed and the total time allowed for the re-
action. That a higher temperature and a longer time allowed for the 
reaction favours the formation of the Schiff*s base at the expense 
of the disubstituted urea and vice-versa, is clearly shown by tv/o 
extreme cases, one in which the maxiiauca temperature employed is only 
180*^ and the time two hours, gives the PMff's base in 3•4; yield but 
the disubstituted urea is formed in 19.4% yield, while in the other 
where the reaction is carried out at 240° for two and a half hours, 
these yields are reversed in favour of the former, being 21.6% and 
3.05% respectively. 
(d) gprmation of sym-tetraphenylethane; 
The formation of sym-tetraphenylethane in the reaction 
between benzilic acid and urea in very small yield, finds exi^ lana-
tion from the experiments performed on the hydrolysis of ii-M'-diben2,-
hydrylurea either by means of hydrobromic acid or else by alcoholic 
hydrochloric acid, under i)resuure. In both cases, a small amount of 
tetraphersylethane was isolated from the reaction product shov/ing; 
thereby that in these degxadations, in addition to the hydrolytic 
fission of the molecule at the nltpogen-carbon bond of urea, a rup-
ture of the bond betv/een the carbon atom of the benzhydryl group and 
nitrogen atom of urea at each end of the molecule, takes place, re-
sulting in the combination of the two free benahydryl radicals to 
form sym-tetraphenylethane through a free radical mechanism. Thr-
ougli the .ame type of tl-e rupture of the molecule of W-K'-dibenzhyd-
ryl urea, vih.en exioced to hi£^ i temperatures, may lead to the forma-
tion of sym-tetraphenylethane in the reaction between benailic acid 
and urea. Table II shows that the yield of . sym-teteraphenyletliane 
is more 0*0%) when the reaction is carried out upto 220°instead of 
180 when the yield is only 1.5%. Mien the maximum temperature is 
increased to 240° and the time to two and a half hours, the yield of 
this compound increases to 4.5>£, 
D I S C U S S I O N 
of the 
(Par t I I ) 
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DISCUSSIOKCPart II) 
(A) HOFMAI^ B RBAGTIQM WI'I'E ARXLALIPHAO^IC AMIDES; 
A short discussion on the significance of Hofmann Re-
action M t h aryl-aliphatic amides appears on pages 32-35• The fact 
that the literature lacks in mention of the examples of this rearra-
ngement with aliphatic amides suhstitiited v/ith two or more simple 
aryl groups in -position or B-position, is also emphasised. The 
unsatisfactory results obtained by Hellerman^in his attempt to pre-
pare BBB-triphenyl-propionhromainide owing to the insoluMlity of the 
amide in v/ater is previously raentioned. 
What is to be noted with ilofmann Reaction in such cases 
is that on the basis of the elcetronic mechanism of this rearrange-
ment (pages 26-27)» aryl-aliphatic amides are expected to suffer a 
retarding effect during rearrangement, owing to the presence of 
electron-accepting aryl groups, which increase the acidity of the 
parent acid thereby exerting an electron jjull on the carbonyl group. 
The experimental difficulty faced in the present work 
on Hofmann Reaction with diphenylacetamide, under normal conditions, 
is already raentioned along v/ith the fact that with a higher concent-
ration of acustic potash one could overcome this difficulty. This 
difficulty was not e3q3erienced so much with BB-diphenylpropionamide 
perhaps because of the furtherance of the phenyl groups from the 
carboxyl group. 
The reason as to wliy one fails to get a clear solution 
by treating diphenylacetamide with a solution of potasclum hypo-
bromlte contalninp; only 4-6 moles of caustic potash per mole of the 
aioide, and that why this difficulty is not faced when one uses a 
higher concentration of caustic potash (say about 8 moles per mole 
of the amide), is not clear. Perhaps in the former conditions, bro-
mination of the phenyl p-;roups takes place to some extent, 
A really important point desei^ ving consideration is the 
modification of the general conditions of Hofmann reaction with those 
amides which do not eadily yield the bromamide o?ang to the insolu-
bility of the amide in water, although it is known that one may, 
in such a case, take resort to the reaction in ethanolic or metha-
nolic solution and obtain the corresponding urethane, subsequently 
hydrolysing the latter to tlie desired amine. 
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(B) SHIgg'S BASE I'RQM HOF&IAIB REACTIQHt 
The for:aation of a S3aiff's base viz, N-benzhydryl-benz-
ophenone-imine, in ilofmamx Reaction with diphenylacetamide,imder 
slightly changed conditions of the e3q)eriiaent, represents an entire-
ly new phase of Hofraaim Reaction. 
It is obvious that the prectJirsors of tJiis compound in 
Hofiaann reaction under discussion are the correspondiiifc; amine vi2;, 
Benzhydrylaiaine and the ketone, Benzophenone , condensing subse-
quently in alkaline laedium, to give the Scliiff *s base in ^uastion, 
Araongst the points in discussion as to the formation 
of Shiff's base in Ilofmaim reaction with dipheiiylacetaiaide, are 
(i) the source of the reactants viz. the tiiaine and the ketone and 
(ii) the possibility of the condensation of these moities under the 
catalytic influence of the liydroxyl ion (i.e the i:ire;;ence of alkali). 
The origin of the amine viz, beniihydrylamine in Hofmann 
reaction with diphenylacetataide is obvious. As to the source of ben-
zophenone, it is so far clear that it v/ould be formed by oxidation 
of some of the intermediates of Hofraann reaction, especially the 
isocyanate or the aiaine itself, i.e either by the oxidation of benz-
hydrylisocynate or benahydrylaiiLlne. As to the presence of the oxi-
dising agent in the system in question, one has to recall the fact 
that solutions of hy;{>obromites aooe pov.erful oxidising ai^ents, even 
stronger than hy-pocJilorites, which is perhaps because hypobromous 
acid, a weaker acid than I}yi>ochlorous acid, is formed in larger 
quantities by hydrolysis of even alkaline solutions of its salts. 
The fact that the Schiff's base, is forraed only in dilute solutions, 
is in harmony v/ith the above suggestion. Since it must be assiuaed 
that the amine in this case is formed vdthout having to effect the 
rearrangement at higher temperatures, it may be suggested that dilu-
tion had two-fold effect ; firstly the hydrolysis of the isocyanate 
to the amine took place and secondly a part of the amine or the iso-
cyanate oxidised to beniiophenone ovving to the formation of hypobro-
mous acid by the liydrolysis of potassium hypobromite in dilute al-
kaline solutions according to the following equationss 
It is however safer to assuiae that the hydrolysis of 
the isocyanate and its oxidation take place side by side with the 
resulting formation of the appropriate moities for condensation to 
the Pchiff's base in question. 
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2Ph2-G(H)-M2 + 5BrO~ = SPh^-CsO + ^H^O + Ng + 5Br"...(i) 
Or 
ZE^hg-CdO-KCO + ^BrO" = 2Ph2-C=0 4- 2GO2 + B^ + ^^2^ "^  5Br'... 
Pli2-C=:0 + H2N-C(H)-F!h2 alkali Ph2-CsK-C(H)-Ph2 -i- H2O ,,.(iii 
As to the possibility of the condensation between the 
amine and the ketone under discussion, to the corresponding Schiffs 
base in presence of alkali as condensing agent, the experiment actua-
lly carried out to confirm this fact did result in the formation of 
the Schiff *s base, 'i'he yield was vei'y small and much of the amine 
could be recovered unchanged, j)erhaps because the reaction did not 
go to completion. 
Finally it may be pointed out that the formation of the . 
Cchiff's base in the particular case studied, may be possible in 
general in view of the probability of the oxidation of the isocya-
nate according to the following eqi^tions:-
2R-CH2-HH2 + 5BrO*" = 21^ -CHO + 3H2O + 1^2 + ^Br" (iv) 
Or 
2R-CH2-ICO + 5BrO~ = 2RCH0 + 2CO2 + Mg •*• ^2^ + 5Br*". ..(v) 
R-CHO + H^H-CHo-R alkali S-C(n)=:l-CH.--R + H^O (vi) 
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(C) BrnZEYDRTL AMlMli. I-'ROM Dli'HEBYLACEifflYDROXAMIC ACID: 
This part of the work requires no special discussion 
beyond the fact that althougli amine could he obtained from Lessen 
rearrangement of the suitable hydroxamic acid, the yield in the par-
ticular case studied was of the order of 20%, the chief product being 
the corresponding disubstituted urea viz,I^-K'-dibenzhydrylurea in 
about 32!/^ yield. It is however possible to convert the undesired 
urea to the desired amine almost quantitatively by acid hydrolysis 
in alcoholic solution under pressure, althougih in the present case 
the sajne did not give tlie araine in the expected yield because of 
the siroultaneoas formation of sym-tetraphenj-letljane, as alread;^ '- ex-
I)lained on paf;e 30, 
It may be further noted that dones and llurd "^while try-
ing to effect this rearrangement by isolating the required i)Otassium 
salt of the ben;:'.oyl dex'ivative, got a complex mxture, while as may 
be noted in the experimental portion of this work, it is easier to 
effect the rearrangement straight off by boiling tlie benzoyl deri-
vative of the suitable hydroxafaic acid vith caustic potash solution, 
which £5ives the araine as well as the disubstituted urea, latter as 
a by-product. Ihe disubstituted urea, may be further hydrolysed to 
get the desired amine. 
(D) PRSPiiRATIQN AHD HOi?'i.I;iia^  EKABiiAI'^ GEMEKg OF JiJiiAZlLIC ACID Ai,IIDE; 
(i) Preparation of Benzilic acid amide: 
There is nothing more to discuss beyond what ali"eady 
appears on pages 22-2p, about the preparation of this aiaide from 
Diphenylchloroacetyl-chloride. 
Amongst the points of interest in the formation of 
benzilic acid amide from the corresponding ester, are (1) the in-
crease in yield of the aiaide noted by the pretsence of a small amount 
of solid ammonium chloride and (2) non-formation of amide from the 
ester when the latter was heated vdth filcoholic aiamonia in a sealed 
tube at 1W-50^ for about twelve hours ( similar ana^aolies earlier 
noted are mentioned on page 21). 
The fact that a sBiall amount of solid ammonium chloride 
in the reaction mixture of methyl ester of benzilic acid and con-
centrated aqueous ammonia, resulted in an, appreciable increase in 
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the ^ield of the a:idde, lias to be considered in conjunction with 
the observations noted that sifter shaking the ester with concentra-
ted aqueoiis am-^ ionia, the amount of the solid decreased initially, 
aoparantly going into solution. The cause raay be some sort of comp-
lex formation v/ith atnnionia due to the presence of an -hydrojgrl 
group attac^ ied to two phenyl groups. Increase in tlie yield of the 
amide on the addition of solid ajamonium chloride, to the reaction 
mixture, may be owing to the prevention of this complex formation. 
As laay be noted in the experimental portion described 
on the preparation of the raethyl ester of benzilic acid by means 
of diaiioaethane, the final product, although not containing any im-
changed acid, v/ae found to be impure ester and that it had to be 
twice recrystallised to {::;et the pure product. Vvhat is intersting in 
this connection is the possibility of the formation of the -metho-
xy ester, owing to the slic'^ tly acidic nature of the -hydrosy^ l gr-
oup attached to two phenyl grouj^ s through a carbon atom. 
(ii) Hofmann Bearrami:ement of .ri^ enzilic acid amide? 
Although it is knovm in f;eneral that aldehydes are ob-
tained 'bj Hofmann Reaction with -hydroxy amides accroding to equa-
tion (55)» page 50 > many examples of the applications of this tyi)e 
are not knoi,vn. Moreover, the formation of bensophenone from Hofmann 
Reaction with -iensilic acid amide, is the first example of the for-
mation of a ketone by Hofmann reaction with a substituted -hydr-
oxy amide. 
The possible course of reaction, leading to the for-
mation of benzophenone in this case, is laready recorded on page 55• 
It may be fxirther su^^gested, that since, the formation of benzophen-
one in this case takes place rather readily, the reaction involved 
here may actually be the oxidation by the hypobramite solution acc-
ording to the following equation: 
Ph Ph 
2 >C(OH)-COMU -» 5BrO"* = 2 >C=0 + lU + 5H^0 + 2C0p + $Br' 
Ph "^ Ph d c d. 
S U M M A 1 I 
S U M M A R Y 
(Par t I ) 
The method proposed hy CherhuLiez & Landolt, for amide 
formation from acid and urea has been studied from FOUK aspectsj 
(I) EXTEHSIOH; (Preparation of Amides) 
•Hie method has been extended to cover EIGHT additional 
acids including dibasic and aryl-aliphatic acids. Excellent yields 
are recorded for the latter type. Formation of imide and diamide 
from succinic acid and adipic acid is reported. 
(II) APPLICATION8 
(i) A Mew Direct Method for the Preparation of Anilides: 
The reaction betv/een acids and s-diphenylurea has been 
introduced, resulting in the development of a new direct method 
of preparing anilides, Anilides have been prepared from KINE acids 
including aliphatic, aiyl-aliphatic , dibasic and benzoic acids, in 
yields ranging from 72% to 95%. 
(ii) A Hew Method of Formation of H-substituted-succiniioides: 
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The resulta of the reaction between succinic acid and 
s-diphenylurea, led to the development of an easy method for the 
preparation of H-substituted-succinimides from succinic anhydride 
and monosubstituted ureas. K-(phenyl, p-tolyl, and B-naphthyl)-
succinimides have been prepared by this method in over 70% yields. 
(III) FAILURE; 
It has been pointed out that the claim of Cherbuliez & 
Landolt, that this method is of general application, is untenable, 
(i) A number of examples already recorded in the literature 
on reaction between acid and urea are presented as cases of non-
formation of amides. The presence of an additional functional group 
in the acid hindering the formation of amide, is pointed out. 
(ii) *Reaction betireen Benzilic acid and urea' has been thoro-
ugjily studied as an interesting example of non-formation of amide: 
(ii) 
(ii) Reaction between Benzllic acid and ureat 
1, Four compounds of entirely different nature being (a) 
l-IP-dibenziiydrylurea,(b) a Schiff-s base via. I~benzhydryl~benzo-
phenoneimineI (c) a substituted hydantoin viz. 5s5~^plienylliydantoin 
and (d) a hyd2?ocarbon vizi, s-tetraplienylethane, have been isolated 
from the reaction product of benzilic acid and urea and have been 
completely characterised. Absorption spectra of the first two comp-
ounds are also included. 
2. The Schiff's base and the disubstituted urea, both have 
been synthesised. 
3. 'I'heoretical explanations with plausible experimental 
support are submitted for the laode of formation of each of the four 
compounds. 
'• 
d"^) REACTIOH &1ECHAMISM: 
(i) The straightforward doubledecomposition reaction mechanisin 
proposed by Cherbuliez &. Landolt for amide formation from acids and 
urea, is discussed in the liglit i of cases of non-formation of amides 
(ii) 'A Mew Alternative Mechanism* has been suggested in the i±^ 
li^t of the possibility of the decomposition of urea into cyanic 
acid and ammonia on heatin^^ or that of a disubstituted urea, for that 
matter into an isocynate and aminej 
HgN.CO.Mg heat v M , + ICOH ( H-B=C=0) (1) 
H-lfcC^ =0 + RCOO" H"^  H-N(H)-C^O,O.CO.H (2) 
^ RGOm^ + C^Og (3) 
Formation of cyanoric acid, in small yield, in some experi-
ments on amide formation, is submitted as a supporting argument for 
the above mechanism. 
(iii) Formation of anllides is accordingly postulated on the basis 
of the decomposition of s-diphenylurea into phenylisocyanate and 
aniline and subsequent formation of an addition product of phenyl-
isocyanate and the acrboxylic acid, eventually decomposing into 
anilide and carbondioxide. Earlier work on *thermal decomposition 
of disubstituted ureas' and on •*• reaction between phenylisocyanate 
and the acids* is presented in support. 
(iii) 
(iv) Formation of Phthalimide from Phthaluric acid and of amide 
from acid and "biuret (Cherbuliez & Landolt) is also interpreted in 
view of the proposed mechanism. 
(v) Formation of H-substituted-succinimides has been post\ila-
ted according to the following schemes-
R^M.CO.Mg V H-lHg + HNCO (1) 
CHg - CO QH^ - COOH 
CH2 - CO '^  ^ CH2 -CO-M.E 
-^0 + R-UHo vi (2) 
^ ^ ^ ^^ -CO-M.E 
(substituted anilic acid) 
CHo - COOH + H-NSO^BO CHo-CONHp 
\ ^ V. 1 '^  + G^^ ....(5) 
CH2 - CO-NH.R CHo-Ce-HH.R 
V CH2- CO 
i ^N.R + HH^....(4) 
CH2—CO ^ 
(vi) In order to e3£plain the formation of hydantoin emd the 
disubstituted urea in 'reaction between benzilic acid and urea*,as 
also to explain the case of non-formation of amide, following mecha-
nism has been suggested in view of the proposed scheme, specially 
to interpret the condensation of the carboxyl group and the amido 
group of urea to form the -GO-M- linkages 
R-COOH + H2N.CO.HH2 R-CO.HH-CO-M2 + HgO ...(1) 
(ureide) 
R-CO. KH-CO-KH2 R-CO. M 2 + KCOH (2) 
H-K=:C=:0 + H.OH H^N-COOH ( M^+ CO2) ...(5) 
It is proposed that all these reactions take place instan-
taneously , one after the other. 
S U M M A H Y 
(Part II) 
(I) HQEMAM REACTION has been carried out with the following 
- and BB-arylsubstituted aliphatic amides: 
(i) DIPIIEMYLACKDAMIDE; 
1, Dimorphism has been observed in crystallisation of 
diphenylacetamide from alcohol and from benzene. Diffe-
rent crystalline forms givHing different melting poiiits, 
have been illustrated by photographs. A higher melting 
point of the amide has been confirmed, 
2, Benzhydrylamine has been prepared by Hofmann reaction 
with potassium hypobromite in 72>5 yield, under slightly 
different conditions as to the concentration of caustic 
potash soution, and its several derivatives prepared. 
3, Benzhydrylamine has also been obtained from Lossen 
rearrangement of diphenylacethydroxamic acid and 
l^-N*-dibenzhydrylurea obtained as a by-product, 
(ii) BB-DIPHENXLPRQPIOaiysgDE; 
BB-Biphenylethylamine has been obtained in 65% yield 
and some new derivatives have been prepared, 
(iii) BMZILIC ACID AMIDE; 
1• Benzilic acid amide has been prepared both from diphenyl-
chloroacetyl-chloride and from the ester (methyl & ethyl) 
2, A slight modification has been effected in the prepara-
tion of amide from ester and ammonia consisting in the 
addition of a small amount of solid amkonium chloride 
to the reaction mixtiire res\ilting in an appreciable 
increase in the yield of the amide. 
3, Hofmann reaction by means of potassium hypobromite 
yielded benzophenone as the final product. 
Theoretical explanation for the formation of benzo-
phenone is submitted, 
( I I ) SCHIgF*S BASB FROM HOFMAHIf BEACTION; 
(i) A Schiff *s base viz, N-benzhydryl-benzophenoneimine has 
been obtained from Hofmann reaction with diphenylacetamide 
(V) 
in dilute alkaline solution of potassium liypobromite, represen-
ting an entirely nev; phase of the llofiaann reaction. 
(ii) Benzhydrylamine and Benzophenone have been condensed in 
alkaline medium to give the aforementioned Schiff's base. 
(iii) The structure of the Schiff's base has been confirmed 
througli degradation and synthesis as well as absorption spectra. 
(iv) 'fhe following explanation has been suggested for the faax 
formation of the Schiff's base in Ilofmann reaction:-
2Ph2-C(H)-C0M2 KBro y ZFh.^"^^^^"'^^^^ '" ^^^ 
2Ph2-C(H)-.NC0 + 5BrO~ . 2Ph2.C=0 + 2C02-f NgH- fl20 + 5Br"* (2) 
2Hi2-C(H)-SH2 + 0=0.Phg a l k a l i v 2Ph2-0=N-C(H).Ph2 + HgO . . . ( p ) 
L i s t of ra ib l ica t ion and Coiaaunications: 
1. 'KStiz liber eine neue Methode zur Dars te l lung von CarbonsSiure-
an i l iden und N - s u b s t i t u i e r t e n Succinimiden' . 
(CBEMISCKS B35RICHTE, 86 t 9^5 » (1953). ) . 
2 . ' Reaction Between Benzi l ic ac id and Urea*. 
( LIEBIGS AlilALEH PER CHEMIE, i n p r e s s ) . 
3 . 'Synthes is and Hofmann Rearranseiae^-t of Diphenylacetamid©' 
and 
' S c h i f f ' s base as a new by-product of Hofmann Reac t ion ' . 
(CHMiXSCHE SERICHIE . Communication s e n t ) . 
4 . 'P repara t ion and Hofmann Rearrangement of Benzi l ic acid amide' 
( DIB IIATURWISSEMSCHAPTEK. communication s e n t ) . 
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